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In this thesis, we give a survey on the existence of minimizers for the Will-
more functional. We first review important results about the Willmore problem 
and then follow Simon's paper to show the existence and regularity of surfaces 
minimizing the Willmore functional and hence establish the existence of smooth 
torus minimizing the Willmore functional among all smooth tori. 
We first prove the Approximate Graphical Decomposition (AGD) and the 
Biharmonic Comparison Lemma (BCL). Then we note that a limit in the measure-
theoretic sense can be easily obtained. Using the A G D and the BCL, the regularity 
of the limit can be proved first at Good points and then at Bad points. In the 
genus 1 case, one finds that the limit may be the round sphere. In this case, one 
can apply suitable Mobius transformations to produce a limit which cannot be 
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For any compact surface E in R^, the Willmore functional is defined by 
^ ( E ) = j [ |H|2 dn^ 
4 Js 
where H is the mean curvature vector for the surface S and 7i^ is the 2-dimensional 
Hausdorff measure. For any compact surface without boundary E in R", the Will-
more functional is invariant under conformal transformations in R^ (see [WJH]), 
i.e., 
H^) = ^ ( ¾ , 
where E is the image of E under a conformal transformation in E". 
Since the stereographic projection of S^ into R^ is conformal, for any compact 
surface without boundary, the Willmore functional on R^ is same as that on S^. 
Due to this fact, one may work on S^ instead of R^. 
The Willmore functional T was first introduced by Willmore in [WT1]. In that 
paper, Willmore showed that for any smooth compact surface in E?, the Willmore 
functional is bounded below by 47r with equality iff it is the round sphere. In the 
genus 1 case, he showed that 
J^(E) > 27r2 
for any circular torus E in E^ with equality only for the Clifford torus (product 
torus). Then he maked the following conjecture, which is now known as the 
Willmore conjecture: 
T{E) > 2兀2 
1 
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for any immersed torus E in E^. 
A standard way to work on the Willmore functional is to apply standard 
techniques of the Calculus of Variations to compute the first variation of the 
Willmore functional. One then finds that any stationary point of the Willmore 
functional must satisfy the following PDE (see [WT3], [WJ]): 
AH + 2H2(H-K) = 0, 
where A denotes the Laplacian and iJ, K are the mean curvature and the Gauss 
curvature for the surface, respectively. 
In [Weiner], Weiner computed the second variation of the Willmore functional 
on §3 and showed that any surface in S^ of which the ordinary Jacobi operator 
had no eigenvalues in (—2, 0) was a stable critical point for T on S^. Using the 
stereogrphical projection, one then concludes that the Clifford torus is a stable 
critical point of T in E^. 
All the images of the stereographic projection of embedded minimal surfaces 
in S^ (see [LHB]) satisfy the above Euler-Lagrange equation for the Willmore 
functional. Any surface satisfies this equation is now known as a Willmore surface. 
The compact surfaces obtained from the stereographic projection of embedded 
minimal surfaces in S^ were the only known Willmore surfaces until Pinkall (see 
PU]) exhibited an infinite series of compact embedded Willmore surfaces that do 
not stem from minimal surfaces in S^. He showed that there were infinitely many 
embedded Hopf torus that were critical points for the Willmore functional on S .^ 
Through the stereographic projection, the embedded Willmore tori in M? were 
obtained. Due to an explicit formula of the Willmore functional for the Hopf tori, 
all the Willmore functionals of these tori are greater than 27r^  except the Clifford 
torus. 
In [LY], Li and Yau introduced the concept of comformal volume for a con-
formal class. Using this concept, they were able to show that for any compact 
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surface without boundary D in E" , its Willmore functional was not less than its 
conformal volume and hence established that for any compact surface without 
boundary E in some conformal class of surfaces of genus 1 in R", 
H^) > 2兀2， 
which of course gave some evidence to the Willmore conjecture. Also, in that 
paper, Li and Yau showed that for any immersed compact surface E with ^ ( E ) < 
87r, the surface must be embedded. 
Since, in [KR1], Kusner exhibited that for each genus g, there is an embedded 
surface S in R^ with T{T>) < 87r, combining with the previous result of Li and 
Yau, it follows that any minimizer of genus g for the Willmore functional must 
be embedded. 
In [SL2], Simon showed the existence and regularity of genus 1 minimizer for 
the Willmore functional in R^. In fact, he showed 
THEOREM 1.1 (Main Theorem). Given any genus g minimizing sequence E^ 
of smooth compact surfaces, there is a subsequence Y^k', cmd a compact embedded 
real analytic surface E such that T>k' ~^ S both in the Hausdorff distance sense 
and in the measure-theoretic sense that 
| f ^ J f 
J^k' ^s 
for each fixed continuous f on W^. This surface E has genus g^ < g, and E 
>->w 
minimizes T relative to all compact smooth embedded genus g^ surfaces E C R". 
And then using suitable Mobius transformations on the minimizing sequence, 
Simon obtained the following existence theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Existence of Genus 1 Minimizer for T in R"). There exists a 
real analytic surface E of genus 1 embedded in M" such that E minimizes T with 
respect to all smooth embedded surfaces of genus 1 in R". 
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Based on Simon's result and method, Minicozzi II obtained the corresponding 
result in the Lagrangian setting, (see [MII]) 
In [KR2], Kusner also outlined a way to establish the existence of a surface of 
each genus that minimizes the Willmore functional. The critial step is to establish 
a strict inequality relating the regular homotopy classes of surfaces of genus h, 
k and their connected sum. Then the existence of genus g minimizer for the 
Willmore functional will follow from induction on the genus. 
In this thesis, we will explain Simon's proof of the existence of the smooth 
torus which minimizes the Willmore functional with respect to all smooth tori, 
(see [SL2]) 
We remark that since we are now dealing with sequence of surfaces rather than 
functions, we need a powerful lemma, the approximate graphical decomposition, 
which states that in balls where the second fundamental form is small, the surface 
can be expressed as unions of graphs of functions of small gradient except some 
small sets. 
We will encounter another difficulty after obtaining a measure-theoretic limit 
and proving its regularity. In fact, it is important to observe that a genus g > 1 
minimizing sequence for the Willmore functional, composed with suitable Mobius 
transformations, can converge to the round sphere. So our measure-theoretic 
limit may go to the round sphere as well. We will see how we can use M6bius 
transformations to overcome this difficulty in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 
We also note that for any compact surface E of genus g in R � d u e to the 
Gauss-Bonnet Theorem, the Willmore functional and the second fundamental 
form are related by the following formula: 
^ | A p = ^ ( E ) - ^ ( 2 - 2 ^ ) , 
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where |A| is the length of the second fundamental form for the surface. It is this 
formula which allows us to consider the second fundamental form instead of the 
Willmore functional itself. 
For g = 0,1，... and n e N, let 
/ ;^ = i n f ^ ( E ) , 
where the infimum taking over all smooth compact genus g surfaces without 
boundary embedded in R". With this notation, as we remarked above, we have 
the following inequalities 
47T < f3^ < 87T 
with equality on the left iff g — 0. So for any sequence of smooth compact smooth 
surfaces, their Willmore functionals are uniformly bounded by 87r. 
1.1. Main Idea 
To find a smooth torus minimizing the Willmore functional, we first obtain a 
measure-theoretic limit from a minimizing sequence of smooth tori and prove the 
regularity of this measure-theoretic limit. In fact, we take a minimizing sequence 
of surfaces of genus 1 (the higher genus cases are the same), i.e., a sequence of 
smooth tori whose Willmore functional are close to the infimum of the Willmore 
functional /?[ Then by extracting a subsequence if necessary, we can obtain a 
limit measure jjL. Then the support of yu, being a compact set in R", will be our 
minimizer for the Willmore functional. 
As a result of the measure-theoretic convergence and the uniform bound on 
the Willmore functional as stated above, we also obtain the convergence in the 
Hausdorff distance sense. Again, due to the uniform bound on the Willmore 
functional, the mean curvature can blow up at only finitely many points in the 
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limit set. We call these points bad points and the points in its complement good 
points. 
Our proof of regularity of the limit set E consists of two main parts: the 
regularity at Good points and the regularity at Bad points. 
First, at good points, we can apply the Approximate Graphical Decomposition 
to express the surfaces ( in the minimizing sequence ) as the graphs of functions 
of small gradient except some small pimples. Then we glue in the graphs of the 
biharmonic functions for each surface to obtain a sequence of comparison surfaces. 
Using this newly constructed sequence of surfaces, and the minimizing property 
of our original sequence, and the Biharmonic Comparison Lemma, we deduce a 
decay estimate on the second fundamental form (SFF) at good points. 
With the help of this decay estimate on the SFF and a variant of Poincare 
inequality, it follows from the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem that the graphs of the sur-
faces converge (some modification on the graphs is needed). In fact, we will have 
the multiplicity 1 varifold convergence of the sequence locally and that E can be 
expressed as the graph of a C^'" function away from the bad points, which of 
course implies the C^'" regularity of the limit surface away from the bad points. 
Since the limit set E satisfies the prescribed mean curvature system, the W '^^  
regularity then follows from the standard difference quotient argument. Also a 
decay estimate on the L^-norm of the second derivative (weak sense) is obtained. 
Then combining this estimate with the fact that the limit is a stationary point 
(locally) for the functional 
Z M = [ |A|2， 
J graphw 
we conclude that it satisfies a system of 4,"-order PDEs, and hence the W '^^  
regularity can be easily obtained via the difference quotient argument. Also the 
C*2,a regularity follows from Morrey's Lemma after deriving a decay estimate on 
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the Z/2-norm of the third derivative (weak sense). The real analyticity of the limit 
surface is then standard by iterative difference quotient arguments. 
To prove the regularity at the bad points, we first note that, as the multiplicity 
1 varifold convergence is showed, the Allard's Compactness Theorem for varifolds 
implies the lower semi-continuity of the Willmore functional and the SFF away 
from the bad points. 
The main step in proving the regularity at the bad points is to show that 
each surface in the minimizing sequence is diffeomorphic to the limit surface D 
except near the finitely many bad points. It involves two technical constructions 
using the approximate graphical decomposition, one at Good points and one near 
Bad points. Specifically, we use the approximate graphical decomposition to show 
that each surface can be expressed as graphs of functions defined on the tangent 
plane at the good points of small gradient except some small pimples, and in a 
neighbourhood of any bad point, an annular region of the surface, which does 
not contain the bad point, can also be expressed as graphs of functions of small 
gradient except some small pimples. 
With the above two constructions and the regularity at good points we proved, 
this main step can be easily accomplished. Then we can construct another se-
quence of comparison surfaces to prove the upper semi-continuity of the Willmore 
functional and the SFF and hence we obtain the measure-theoretic convergence 
of the Willmore functional and the SFF away from the bad points. 
Now all previous works imply that the limit surface E has a specific minimizing 
property, which leads to a decay estimate on the SFF at the bad points as well, 
and hence using the same arguments we work at good points, we can now deduce 
that even at the bad points the limit surface is regular. This completes the proof 
of the regularity of the limit surface. The specific minimizing property mentioned 
above also implies that the limit surface E minimizes T among the surfaces of 
the same genus as the limit surface. 
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Finally, it turns out that our measure-theoretic limit E may have genus less 
than 1. In this case, the limit surface E must be the genus 0 minimizer, i.e., the 
round sphere. To guarantee the existence of genus 1 minimizer, we observe that 
for a genus 1 minimizing sequence converging to the round sphere, we can always 
apply a suitable inversion for each surface to obtain a new genus 1 minimizing 
sequence which cannot converge to any round sphere and hence this minimizing 
sequence must converge to a genus 1 minimizer. This establishs the existence of a 
smooth torus minimizing the Willmore functional with respect to all smooth tori. 
1.2. Organization 
This thesis is divided into four main chapters. In Chapter 2, we will review 
some basic geometric and analytic preliminaries, including the Biharmonic Com-
parison Lemma which is essential to derive the decay estimate on the SFF, and a 
variant of Poincare inequality. In Chapter 3, we then prove our main tool in this 
thesis, i.e., the Approximate Graphical Decomposition. After going through these 
preliminaries, we prove the Main Theorem in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5, we 
establish the existence of a smooth torus minimizing the Willmore functional with 
respect to all smooth tori, based on the Main Theorem established in Chapter 4. 
CHAPTER 2 
Geometric and Analytic Preliminaries 
In this chapter, we first have a review on the measure theory. We then introduce 
submanifolds in R^ and some geometric quantities such as gradient, divergence 
of vector fields, etc. We also need the first variation identity to deduce several 
basic inequalities concerning with Willmore Functional. Sard's Theorem, Coarea 
Formula and several inequalities from PDEs are included as indispensible tools in 
our studies. 
2.1. A Review on Measure Theory 
Lebesgue Measure and Hausdorff Measure will frequently arise in various 
places. We will denote the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure C^ and the n-
dimensional Hausdorff measure H^. 
For a support of any measure jJL on R^，we mean the set 
s p t " ^ R n \ U " 
where U = {U C W : U open in R" and fi{U) = •} . Thus for any subset A in 
W with A n spt yL = 0, 
J^i{A) = 0. 
We also introduce Radon measure and a compactness theorem of sequnence 
of Radon measures. 
9 
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2.1.1. R a d o n Measure. Let |j, be a measure on R^. We say that jji is a 
Radon measure if jj, is Borel regular and if fjL is finite on compact subsets of R^. 
Lebesgue measure and Hausdorff are typical Radon measures. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Compactness of Radon Measure). Suppose {jJik} isasequence 
of Radon measures on W^ with supj^^i l^k{U) < oo for each open U C X with U 
compact. Then there is a subsequence {fJLk'} which converges to a Radon measure 
jji on R^ in measure-theoretic sense, i.e., 
l im"* ' (/) = " ( / ) V/ G Co(M^), 
where Co (M") is the set of all real-valued continuous functions with compact sup-
port on W，where 
"(/) = / 协 . 
JR^ 
2.1.2. Hausdorff Distance a n d Selection Principle. Let X be a metric 
space with metric d. For a point x in X and A a subset of X, the distance between 
X and A is defined by 
dist (x, A) = inf d{x, a), 
a£A 
and an 5-neighbourhood of a set A is given by 
Ae = {x G X : c?(a,x) < e for some a G A}. 
With these notations, the Hausdorff distance between two sets A, B is defined by 
chi(A, B) = inf{e > 0 : A C Be and B C Ae}. 
Here we also state an easy principle called the selection principle, which guar-
antees that we can choose a point from a collection of measurable sets if each of 
the sets has measure greater than some fixed positive constant. 
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LEMMA 2.1 (Selection Principle). If S > 0，if I is a bounded interval of R^ 
and i f A j C I is measurable with measure > S for each j = 1, 2, . . .，then there is 
a set S C I of measure > S such that each x G S lies in Aj for infinitely many j. 
PROOF. Simply note that 
oo 
C{x : X G Aj for infinitely many j} = £ ^ ^ | U A?) 
i=l j>i 




2.2. Submanifolds in R^ 
DEFINITION 2.1 . Let E C W. We say that E is a k-dimensional C^ sub-
manifold ofW^ iffor each y G E there are open sets U, V C R" with y G U, 0 G V 
and a C°° diffeomorphism (j) : U — V such that cj){y) — 0 and 
( ^ ( s n t O = VT = v n R ^ 
Of course our main interest is 2-dimensional submanifold in W^  • From now 
on, we simply call a 2-dimensional submanifold a surface. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let E be a k-dimensional submanifold of R^, x G E and 
V G W^. V is said to be tangent to E at x if there exists a curve j on E such that 
7(0) = cc 7'(0) = V. 
We also say that v is a tangent vector at x. 
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It turns out that the set of all tangent vectors to E at x is a A;-dimensional 
subspace of M .^ We call this subspace the tangent space for E at x and denote 
by T^E. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A function f : M ~^ E^ is said to be C^ on E if f is the 
restriction to E of a C^ function f : U — R^，where U is an open set in R^ such 
that E C U. 
2.2.1. Directional Derivative, Gradient and Divergence. For a given 
C^ function f : E ~> E^, we define the Directional Derivative Dyf of f with 
respect to a tangent vector v at x G E to be 
yMt)) ^ 
at t=o 
for any C^ curve 7 : ( - ^ , s) ^ E ( s > 0 ) with 
7(0) = X 7,(0) = 2J. 
One readily checks that this definition is independent of the choice of the curve 
7. 
Recall that the differential df : T^E ^ R" can be given by 
dUv) = DJ, V G T^E. 
Moreover, if f is a real-valued function, the gradient V^/ of f is the unique vector 
field defined by 
{V^f,v) = df{v) veT^J： 
For any orthonormal basis Vi,...，Vn for T^ E^, we have 
n 
V^f{x)^Y,{D,J)vj, X e T,E. 
3=1 
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If we let v J / = 6j . V^/ (ej = j-th standard basis vector in M ,^ j = 1，...，n) 
then 
7^f{x) = ^S7ff{x)ej. 
j=i 
If f = /|s for some f G C^{U), where U is an open subset of M^ containing E, 
then 
V^/(x) = ( V / > ) ) ^ , x G E , 
where v / is the usual R" gradient (/¾/, . . . , D n f ) on U, and ( . ) � d e n o t e s or-
thogonal projection of W onto T^ E^. 
Let X : E — W be C^ so that 
X = (X\ . . . , X^) with X^ e C^(E). 
We define the divergence of X by 
n 
d i v s X = E vfX' 
j=i 
on E. (Notice that we do not require Xx G T^^E.) Thus, using the notations 
defined above, we have 
k 
d i v s X = ^ Dy.X . Vj, 
j=i 
where V i , . . . , Vk is any orthonormal basis for T^E. 
Recall that the Divergence Theorem states that if the closure E of E is a 
smooth compact manifold with boundary dE = E\E, and if X^ G T^^E for all 
X e E, then 
(2.1) [ d i v s X dn^ = - f X. 77 dn^-\ 
Jn JdE 
where r] is the inward point unit co-normal of ^E, i.e., |77| = 1, r] is normal to dE, 
tangent to E, and points into E at each point of dT>. 
« 
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2.2.2. Second Fundamental Form and Mean Curvature. We can also 
define a covariant differentiation on the submanifold E. D means the ordinary 
differentiation in R^. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let V be a vector field on E and u G T^T^. Then the covari-
ant derivative of V with respect to u D^V is defined by 
DuV = {D^Vf, 
where (-)^ denotes the orthogonal projection onto the tangent space T^;S. 
DEFINITION 2.5 (Second Fundamental Form, SFF). Let E be a C^ subman-
ifold of dimension k in R^. We define the second fundamental form for E at x to 
be the bilinear form A^ ： T^S x T^T> ~> T^E 
A,{u,v) = {DuV-DuV){x), 
where U, V are vector fields defined in a neighbourhood ofx in R � t a n g e n t o E 
at any point of T,, and with respective values u, v at x. 
With rji,... ,rf-k are (locally defined near x) vector fields with rj^ . rf = 
Sap and rf(y) e T^T> in some neighbourhood of x (i.e., " i , . . . ,rf_k are an 
orthonormal frame for the normal space), we deduce that 
n—k 
^x[u, v) = - Y,{v . DuT]^)r]%, u, V e T,E. 
a=l 
The length of second fundamental form for E, denoted by |A|, means 
A|2 = E {A{ui, Uj), A(Ui, uj)), 
i,j 
where U i , . . . , Uk is an orthonormal basis for the tangent space T^ T>. The trace 
of the second fundamental form is also an important geometric quantity which is 
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called the mean curvature vector, i.e. the mean curvature vector H of E at x is 
given by 
H(x) = traceAa;. 
Thus H can be expressed as 
k 
H(x) = ^ A , ( ^ , , ^ i ) G ^ 
i=l 
where u i , . . . , Uk is any othonormal basis for T^;E. Note that then with 77^,...，rf_k 
an orthonormal frame for T ^ E 
H = - ; ^ E ( % . i \ M " a 
a i 
SO that 
(2.2) H = - E ( d i v s / n " a near a:. 
a 
Now for any C^ X : E ^ R � w e have 
X = X ^ + X ^ , 
where X^, X^ denote the tangential part and normal part of X respectively. By 
observing that (2.2) implies 
d i v ^ i = -X . H, 
and applying the Divergence Theorem to the tangential part X ^ of X , we thus 
deduce that 
(2.3) f divEX drr = — [ X. H dK" - f X. 77 dn^-\ 
JE JE JdE 
In case ^E = 0，(2.3) implies the first variation identity 
(2.4) J diY^X d7T = - J X . H dTT. 
In view of (2.4), we can generalize the concept of the mean curvature vector 
for more general geometric objects called varifolds in the following way. 
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DEFINITION 2.6. Suppose H is a locally fj^y-integrahle function on V ^ n [ with 
values in W^. We say that V has generalized mean curvature vector H in U (U 
open in R^) if 
/ dWyX d^v = — / X . H dfJLy 
Ju Ju 
whevever X is a C^ vector field on U with compact support in U. 
Note that here V is a varifold in R^, one of the generalization of submanifolds 
in R". We cannot go too far for these advanced concepts. Allard's paper and 
Simon's book are our standard references. 
2.2.3. Sard's Theorem. We first state the Sard's Theorem for later refer-
ence. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Sard's Theorem). Let S and N be C^ manifolds of dimension 
k and n respectively. Let f be a map of class C^ of M to N. The critical values 
of f form a set of measure zero if 
p — 1 > max(A: — n, 0). 
In our later application, N will be E and E will be a surface, i.e., k = 2. So 
for sufficiently smooth /，the Sard's theorem implies 
f—i(t) is a smooth curve for almost all t. 
2.2.4. Coarea Formula. Given a C^ map f : E ^ M", where E is a k-
dimensional C^ submanifold of R^, we can define 
J*f{x) = Vdet{df,) o {df,y, 
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where dfx ： TxT, — R" denotes the induced linear map. The coarea formula states 
that for any Borel set A C E 
[ r f dn' = [ n^-H^nr'{y)) dr{y). 
JA JR^ 
Moreover, if g is a non-negative 7^"-measurable function on E, then 
[ 9 巧 紐 几 二 [ [ 9 dn^-' dC^{y). 
JE JR^ Jf-^{y) 
2.3. Several Results from PDEs 
In this section, we include several well-known results and inequalities. 
PROPOSTlON 2.1 (Campanato Lemma). Suppose u G L^{B2R{xo)), a G (0，1],/? > 
0 and 
i n f l [ \u-X\^<0^(^Y^ 
Xe””Bp(y) — \R) 
for every ball Bp{y) such that y G ^(xo) and p < R. Then there is a Holder 
continuous representative u for the L^-class ofu with 
\u[x)-u{y)\ < C"(^^)"， Mx,y G 召丑(狗)， 
where C depends only on n and a. 
In view of the above proposition, we have the following immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose u is continuous on the ball B2R{xQ), and for some 
a G (0,1]，|3 > 0 such that 
i n f l f l u - X l ^ < f 3 i ^ y ^ 
^e^ P^ JB,{y) \R) 
for every ball Bp{y) such that y G ^(xo) and p < R. Then u G C^{BR{xo)) with 
l ^ w - ^ ( y ) l < c ^ ( ^ ^ ) " , Vo;,2/e ^ ( x o ) , 
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where C depends only on n and a. 
Remark. The infimum of 
1 / | ^ A | 2 
p" JBM 
is attained iff A is the average of u over the ball Bp{y), i.e., 
A_ \Bp{y)\ Lp�y:, 
where |A| = C{A). 
PROPOSTlON 2.2 (Poincare Inequality). Suppose Vt is a bounded and con-
nected Lipschitz domain in R^. Then there exists a constant Cn depending only 
on the domain Q. such that for every function u 6 VF^'^(Q) there holds 
[\u-X\^ < Cn [ \Du\^, 
Jn Jn 
it;/iereA=|r^|-i/j^w. 
PROPOSTiON 2.3 (Morrey's lemma). Suppose u G VF^'^(^(xo)),/^ > O,o; G 
(0,1] are constants, and 
丄 [ \ D u \ ' < 0 ^ ( ^ y \ V y G ^ / 2 M , p G ( 0 , i ^ / 2 ] . 
P JBp{y) \KZ 
Then u G C®'"(J5i^/2(xo))； and in fact 
\u{x)-u{y)\ < C"(^^)"， Vx,2/G ^/2(xo), 
where C depends only on n. 
To end this section, we state and prove a variant of the Poincare Inequality, 
whose importance will be clear in our later development. 
PROPOSTlON 2.4 (Variant of Poincare Inequality). Suppose 6 G (0，|) is given, 
and let Q C P 三{a; G E^ : \x\ < 1} be a domain of the form Q = B)\E, where E 
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is measurable and has projection E2 onto the y-axis of Lebesgue measure < 6 and 
projection Ei onto the x-axis of measure < 1/2. Then for any f G VF^'^(Q) 
inf [ 1/ — A|2 < C [ |D/|2 + C^sup |/|2, 
AGM jQ Jn 
where C is an absolute constant. 
PROOF. Pick A such that {x : f{x) > A} and {x : f{x) < A} both have 
measure > |r^|/2. We should show that for some such A 
f | / - A p < C [ \Df\' + CSsup\f\'. 
Jn Jn 
First, since the projection Ei has measure < 1/2，we can select a set S C 
(—1，|) of positive measure such that, for all x^ 6 S, 
(2.5) [ \Df{xo,y)\'dy<4 [ \Df\' 
Jionn Jn 
and £0 n E = 0, where £0 — {(xo, y) : y G R}. Using the Fundamental Theorem 
of Calculus, we have 
s u p | / - / ( x o , 0 ) | ^ < 4 [ |Af|2, x o G 5 , 
foAfi Jionn 
and hence, with A = /(xo, 0) we have by (2.5) that 
(2.6) sup 1/ — A|2 < C [ \Df\\ xo e S. 
o^nn Jft 
On the other hand by using the calculus inequality 
f h ' < { h - a f / V r , 
J a J a 
valid for h e C^(a, b) with h = 0 at some point of (a,b), we have, for each 
" e ( - i , i ) V ^ , 
[lf{x,y)-f{xo,y)l'<4 [ \Df\', 
JLynn JLyDn 
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where Ly = {(x, y) : x G R}. Then by (2.6) we have 
[ | / ( x , y ) - A p < s / \Df\' + C [ \Df\', 
•^/Z/ynn JLyHQ Jn 
and by integration over y G (—1,1)\_£^ we conclude 
[ | / - A p < C [ \Df\', 
Jn\p-\E2) Jn 
where p2 is the projection onto the y-axis. Now by adding this to the obvious 
inequality 
[ | / - A | ^ < 4 s u p | / | ^ 
Jn\p-'{E2) 
we then have the required inequality. • 
2.4. Biharmonic Comparison Lemma 
We first recall that for Banach spaces (X, || . ||^) and (F, || • ||y), the product 
X X Y equipped with the norm 
I . II - V^l|-Ilx + I|-Ily 
is also a Banach space. And for a closed subspace M in X, we can form the 
quotient X/M. Under the norm || . \\x/M defined by 
\x + M||^/^ = inf ||a; + m||x, x + M G X/M, 
‘ mGM 
X!M becomes a Banach space. 
Let Q. be a bounded domain and 7 be the boundary of Q. We denote by 
H^{Q) the space of functions u G LP(Q) such that (d/dx)^u e LP(Q) for all 
a = ( a i , . . . , an) G Z$, \a\ = a i H h a^ < m. Here the partial differentiations 
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[d/dxY = [d/dx^)^ . . • [d/dx^)^ is understood in the distribution sense. We also 
equips H^{Vt) with the norm 
IMIi/m(fi) = ( Y . W/dxTAl^n))'' 
\ot\<m 
and H^{Q) becomes a Banach space. We also denote the closure of C^{Q) in 
H^{Q) by H � ( n ) . 
Recall that the norm on H^Q)/H^{n) and H ^ x H^'^{^) are given by 
11^  + HlmWH^^^)/HUn) = 二 臂 ⑴ ( 1 W + 叫2 + \D(u + —|2 + \D'{u + v)\')‘ 
and 
|(以1，以2)||^ 3/2(力、^ /1/2(7) = ll"l||^3/2(7) + |k2||^l/2(^) 
respectively. 
Consider the trace operator T defined by u h^ u\dQ. = 7 if u G H^[Q). Then 
one can show that T : H^{Q) ^ H^~^^^{j) is a continuous linear map of H^{Q) 
onto ii^^-V2(0). Moreover, if T^{u) = T((d/dxyu), then for 0 < j < m, the 
j-th trace T^ is a linear map of H^{Q) onto H^~^~^^^{j). Finally by considering 
the map f : H^{n) ^ UT=o H^+Y|%) defined by u ^ {T^u,... .T^'^u), we 
have the following result: 
(2.7) ker(f) = H^iSl). 
In particular, when m = 2, f : H^{Q) ^ H*�i) x H ” � � w i t h 
f={T\,T^u), 
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by (2.7), we have the following decomposition: 
H^n) - ^ T{H^Q)) 




with T = U o 7T. Since U is continuous and bijective, the open mapping theorem 
implies that U~^ is also continuous. 
PROPOSTlON 2.5 (Biharmonic Comparison). Let E C E^ be smooth embed-
ded, (G R"； L a plane containing ^, u G C^{U) for some open (L-)neighhorhood 
U ofLndBp(4), and 
graphu G E, |Di/| g 1. 
Also, let w e C^{L n Bp{^)) satisfy 
f 
A^w = 0 on L n Bp[C 
< 
w = u, Dw — Du on L D dBp{^). 
< 
Then 
[ \D^w\^ < Cp f |A|2 dn\ 
JLr\Bp{0 Jr 
where T 二 graph(?x|LnaBp($))，A is the second fundamental form ofT>, and H^ 
is 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure (i.e. arc-length measure) on F; C is a fixed 
constant independent of E； p. 
Remark. Existence and Uniquess of w follows from the general theory of elliptic 
PDEs. Since u is C ^ , w is C^. 
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PROOF. Let r^ i = L n 万1(€) and 7 = L n dBi (^). By the above discussion 
and (2.8), we have 
11^ + ^2(^^i)||^ = WU-^{fu)lf < C\\fu\f 
< C{\\u\\%3/2 + WDufjji/2), 
where T , U as in the above discussion. Then observe that w minimizes the integral 
f^ \Aw\^ subject to the given boundary conditions, and hence by the identity 
[ Y . m j ^ f - {D,,vf) = [ {{Aw)'-{Avn 
Jn i,j Jn 
valid for any v, w G C^{^) with Dv = Dw on dQ, it follows that w also minimizes 
the integral f^ J2ij(^ij^y relative to all v G C^(Q) with Dv = Dw on dQ. 
Using this minimizing property of w, we conclude that 
[\D^w\^ < C{\\u\\\,„ + \\Du\\\,f2). 
J?ti 
By considering the following system f 
t^{w - i) = 0 o n L n B p ( G 
< 
w-i = u, D{w - i) = Du onLndBp{^), 
V 
and applying the previous argument, we get 
J 一 | 2 < c 义 ( | ^ , - 斤 + \Du — Di\^ + |D^p). 
Then by selecting £ suitably we can then establish that the first two terms on the 
right are dominated by a fixed multiple of the third one. Thus 
[\D'w\' < C [ |ZA/|2. 
JQ J’ 
Since \Du\^ < 1 on 7 we also have \D^u\^ < C\A\^ along 7, and then the 
lemma follows after rescaling. • 
CHAPTER 3 
Approximate Graphical Decomposition 
In this chapter, we work with arbitrary smooth compact surfaces E in R^. We 
shall show that in balls where the integral of the square length of the second 
fundamental form (i.e. f |Ap) is small, we can decompose such a surface into a 
union of discs, each of which is well approximated by a graph of small Lipschitz 
norm. This theorem is our main tool in the studies of the regularity of the 
minimizer for the Willmore functional. 
3.1. Some Preliminaries 
In the sequel, Bp(x) denotes the open ball of radius p > 0 centred at x in 
R^, and Bp denotes the open ball of radius p > 0 centred at 0. E^ always means 
E n B p ( o ) . 
For any 2-subspace L in R^, we have an orthonormal basis {v1,v2] which 
spans L. An orienting 2-vector r for L is 
T 全 Vi A V2. 
For the set 
<S = {vi A U2 ： tJi e S^-\vi . 1;2 二 0}, 
we define an inner product by 
( \ Vi • Wi Vi . W2 \ 
{vi A V2, Wi A W2) = det |， i;i A V2, Wi 八 w? E S. 
\V2 • Wi V2 . W2 j 
Of course this inner product induces a norm on S. 
24 
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Here we also introduce the Grassmann Manifold or simply the Grassmannian, 
denoted by Gn,k- As a set, Gn,k is the set of A:-dimensional linear subspaces of 
R^. But one can show that Gn,k carries a natural structure of a real analytic 
manifold. Moreover, Gn,k is compact. Due to the natural one-one correspondence 
of 2-plane and orienting unit 2-vector, it follows that S is homeomorphic to the 
Grassmannian Gn,2, and hence S is also compact. 
Before going to the heart of this section, we will encounter several lemmas 
first. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E be smooth surface in R^. In general, 5E + 0 is allowed. 
Suppose that S is connected and E is compact. Then we have 
diamE < c ( ^ J |A| + ^ diamT^ j , 
where |A| is the length of the second fundamental form of E and F^ are the 
connected components ofdT>. 
PROOF. First note that it is enough to prove 
diamE < C J |A|, 
subject to the assumption that 
(3.1) ^ diamFy < 6>i diamE, 
3 
provided 9i G (0’ |) is a fixed constant depending only on n, because otherwise 
the required inequality is trivially true with C 二 ^ � i . 
Let yi, y2 G E be such that \yi — y2| = diamE. We write d = \yi — 2/2| and let 
yt = |(yi - y2), for t £ [0,1]. Choose e G S^~^ such that |e - ^{yi - 2/2)| < 1/2. 
Consider f : E ~> E defined as the height function measured in the direction 
e. Since f is smooth, by the Sard's Theorem, the set of all critical values Crit (/) 
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is of measure zero and it follows that for all t 朱 Crit (/), /一丄⑴ is a smooth 
1-dimensional submanifold, i.e., we can write 
Nt 
r\t)^T, = [jT[^\ 
J=1 
wherer each v[^ ^ is a smooth Jordan curve meets H transversely. Moreover, note 
that 
sup |e-r| = 0 iff t G Crit (/). 
xef-Ht),TeTa,^,\T\=i 
So we can choose a collection of closed intervals {/^} with Yl^In < ^ d and 
Crit (/) C U„/n such that 
sup |e-r| > 6>i on (0,d)\(r Un4), 
x6rp\reT^S,|T|=l 
where T = /(^E). Set I 二 (0, d)\(r 1^ 4 ) . We deduce that 
\I\>\-\T\-Y.In>02d, 
n 
where 62 independent of E. Finally, set 6 = min{|, O1,O2} and hence there is an 
open set I C [0, d] with 
(3.2) |/| > M, 
and such that the hyperplane normal to e passing through yt meets E transversely 
in a family Tt 二 口告丄厂^力 of smooth Jordan curves r[^\ and 
(3.3) sup |e. r| > Q. 
xGrp^reTxE,|r|=l 
Now for t G I fixed, let 7(s) be the arc-length parametrization for v[^^ with 
X = 7(0) such that the sup in (3.3) is attained. Since f^(i) 7'(O) • ^ '{s)ds = 0 
so that 7'(O) • 7'(<s) changes sign on the interval (0, lengthF^^^), we can select 
si G (0,lengthlii)) such that 7'(O) • 7'(S1) = 0. 
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Using the notation so = 0, we then have by (3.3) that if v j = e ( � / | e ( � | , where 
6(力 is the orhtogonal projection of e onto Tj(^gj)^, then Vj A 7'(¾) = r{j{sj)), 
j = 0,1, where r{x) denotes the orienting unit 2-vector for T^^. Then, since 
e,7'(S0),7'(Si) are orthonormal, 
T(7(si)) - ^{j{so))l = h 八 7'(列）-”o A 7'(So) 
> 1(^ 1 • e)e A 7'(si) — {vo . e)e A j'{so) 
= V{e'Vo)' + {e-v,)^>0, 
and hence 
0 ^ r i ( 7 ^ ) < 
Therefore, since |^T(7(s))| < 2|A(7(5))|, we deduce that 
0<2 [ |A|, 
JTt 
and integrating over t G I and using (3.2), we obtain 
Od<0\I\ <^J^J |A|, 
and hence it follows from the coarea formula that the required inequality holds. 
• 
COROLLARY 3.1. If 6 G (0,1)，there is ao = ao(n，") > 0 such that if 
/snBp |A| < c^op, ifJ2j diamFy < aop, ifandT>ndBp + 0, then |EnBp| > Cp\ 
whereC = C{9). 
PROOF. Direct application of Lemma 3.1. • 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let E be a smooth surface containing 0. Suppose that for some 
£ > 0 
(*) [ | A | ^ p . J^p 




where M is a constant dependent on n and e only, such that the collection of 
connected components Qi of Eo-\ U^ - F^ ^^ ； where a G (0, p), with 
rx-ry\ < Cs^^^), x,yG Qi, 
where r^ is the orienting 2-vector for T^E at x, and 
M 
dQi n B,c ( U r ^ ) u a ^ . 
j=i 
PROOF. Let 77 G (0, |) be arbitrary at the moment and p G (0, a). Let S be 
as introduced with the associated metric. As we noted, S is a compact manifold 
of dimension 2(n — 2). First, for any fixed 7¾ G <S, we consider the function 
f { x ) = kx - 7"o| on Ep, 
where 丁工 is the orienting 2-vector for the tangent space TxT> at x. We remark that 
f{x) / 0 =^ f is smooth at x, 
(3.4) 
|V/|<|A|. 
For t G (|, 77), we consider Tt = {x € S^ - : f(x) = t}. In view of the above 
remark and the Sard's Theorem, we conclude that 1\ is contained by finitely 
many pairwise disjoint Jordan curves and Jordan arcs with end points in dE^. 
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Moreover, the coarea formula further implies that there exists a subset T C (登,rfj 
such that |T| > f and for all t G T 
(3.5) w i ( r , n ^ o $ 2 / J* f d n \ 
” Jsj{77/2</<r;} 
and hence using (3.4) and (*), we deduce from (3.5) that there exists t e (|, rj) 
such that 
^ i ( r , n s , ) $ 2 / |A| < - s p . 
” hp ” 
To complete the proof, we now use the compactness of S to choose r i , . . . , r ^ G 
S such that the balls Bn^(Tj), j = 1 , . . . , M cover S with 
M < ^ . 
— j j 2 n - 4 
For each j = 1 , . . . , M, we apply the above argument with Tj in place of To. 
Consequently, for j = 1 , . . . , M, there exists tj e (|, rf) such that 
r W ^ { z e S a : | T , - r ^ | = 6 K 5 ] a 
is contained in a finite union of Jordan curves and 
(3.6) 7 / i ( r O ) ) < ^ ^ |A| < ^ep, 
Moreover, we can select t j G (¾, rf) successively to arrange that each of the curves 
[ � either is disjoint from the remaining 1"(力 or intersects them transversely in a 
finite set of points. 
Setting 7] = s2n(n-3) ^ (0，i) and summing (3.6) {j = 1 , . . . , M) gives us the 
required inequality 
M M广 
(3.7) E ^ ' ( ^ ^ ' ' ) < E ^ / |A| < ^^^P-
j=i j=i ” J � 
Finally let {Qi : i = 1，... , iV} be the finitely many components ofEo-\ |Jj F ( � . 
Since Brj/2{Tj),j = 1 , . . . , M cover all of 5, we have (by our choice of rf) for each 
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Qi 
Qi C {x : \Tx — Tk\ < Ce 2"("-3)} for some k, 
and hence 
(3.8) \rx-ry\ < Cs^^^, x, y G Qi 
for each i. In view of (3.7) and (3.8), our proof is complete. • 
3.2. Approximate Graphical Decomposition 
Now we can state and prove the Approximate Graphical Decomposition. First 
we introduce several conventions. Let L be a 2-plane in MP'. We write u = 
{ u i , . . . , Un) G C^(0; L^), where Q C L, to mean 
u{x) e L^ Vx G Q, 
and 
graphu = {x + u{x) : x e ^7}. 
We remark that the possibility that u is A;-valued for some integer k > 2 is under 
our consideration; in this case, we write u G C^(Q; L^) if for each x^ G Vl there is 
p > 0 such that u{x) = {^^i(x),... , U2{x)} for each x G Bp{xo) D Q, where the uj 
are C^ functions on Bp{xo)门 ^ with values in jL^. Then we again write 
(3.9) graphu = {x + u{x) : x G f2}, 
keeping in mind that (3.9) says that graph u is locally expressed as disjoint union 
of k single-valued graphs. 
PROPOSTlON 3.1 (Approximate Graphical Decomposition). Part I. For any 
P > 0，there is e^ — 5o(n, /?) > 0 (independent of E； p) such that if s G (0, o^]； 
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if a E n 5 p = 0，if 0 G S， i f |E n Bp\/p^ < P, and if /蘭卩 |A| < ep, then the 
following holds: 
There are pairwise disjoint closed sets P i , . . .，P ^ C E with 
N 




s n B p i 2 \ ( U P 》 = ( u g— h U ^ n Bp|2, 
j=l i=l 
where each Ui G C°®(^; L^) is a ki-valued function for some ki > 1 (ki — 1 Mi if 
n=3), with Li a plane in M^； ^¾ a smooth hounded connected domain in Li of the 
form Qi = Q^\ U^ dik，where Q? is simply connected and dik are pairwise disjoint 
closed disks in Li which do not intersect d^^, with graph Ui connected, and with 
M 
y^ ki < Cf3, sup — + sup \DUi\ < Ce2n(n-3)_ 
^ Hi P ni 
Part II. If we also have J^^ |Ap < e^, then ki = 1 Vz； i.e., each ui is single-
valued. 
Under the same conditions of the proposition, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For any a 6 (p/4, p/2) such that dB^ intersects E trans-
versely and dBa A (Uj ^j) — 0；观 have 
M 
E n 5 , - y ^ , 
i=l 
where each D^,i is topologically a disk with graph Ui D B^ C D^^,i and 
� \ g r a p h Ui 
is a union of a subcollection of the Pj, and each Pj is topologically a disk. 
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PROOF OF COROLLARY. In view of the conclusion of Part II that each ui is 
single-valued, the corollary follows straightforward from Part I of the proposition. 
• 
R e m a r k . In particular, if flj C flj is the projection of graph^ij AjB "^ onto Lj and 
x-w 
if Tj is the outermost component of dQj, then dD(^. 二 graph {ujlTj) C E A dB^^. 
PROOF OF PART 1. For any a > 0，let E^ 二 E 门瓦 . L e t ao G (|p, p) be 
chosen such that E intersects dBa�transversely. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
with {r("^)} a collection of smooth Jordan curves and arcs and Qi,i 二 1 , . . . ,N 
the components of E^o\ U j [⑴，we have for each i 
(3.10) |r^  - Ty\ < Ce^^) x, y G Qi 
and 
M 
(3.11) ^ W i ( r ( a ) < Ce�p, C 二 C(n), 
j=i 
and each Qi is an open subset of E^ -p with 
M 
(3.12) dQi n 否,。c ( U r(》）U 礼 . 
j=i 
For each i pick a plane Li containing a point yi G Qi n Bao with orienting unit 
2-vector Ty^ , and select disks {dik)k=i,...,Ri C Li such that 
(3.13) n,(yr(^)) c[Jdik, 
j k 
where Hj is the orhtogonal projection ofR^ onto Li, and by (3.11) we can arrange 
that (by selecting the disks dik appropriately) 
Ri 
(3.14) Y 1 di8imdik < Ceip. 
k=l 
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Due to the fact that if d i , . . . , d^ are closed disks in the plane R^ then there 
.—w -"-^  _/v^  "*^  _/\r 
is a pariwise disjoint collection di,... , d^ with M < N, Uj=i ^j�Uj=i ^j and 
M N 
y ^ diam dj < ^ ^ diam dj, 
j=i j=i 
we assume these disks dik, k : 1，•.. , Ri are selected to be pairwise disjoint for 
each given i — 1 , . . . , N. 
Now we have the following important observations. 
Observation 1. By (3.10), if x is a point in Li\ U- dik such that n � i ( j ; ) n 5 | P Q i 
has k distinct points, then Qi D n � i ( y ) has > k distinct points for any y e 
B^O^)\Ufc dik. 
Observation 2. Due to the assumption that 
^ < A 
P2 
we have the following two bounds. 
1. The number of points in n � i ( r r ) D Qi A B^(a:) < C(n,j3) for any x G 
4 
A^ Ufc ^ ik-
2. For the number M of distinct Qi such that Qi A 召处\1[�1(14(^；) + 0, we 
4 
have 
(3.15) M < C(n,/?). 
Due to (3.14), we can choose <Ji G (|p, \p) such that E intersects dB^^ trans-
versely, and such that dB(j^ CiLi intersects none of the disks dik, k = 1 , . . . , Ri, i = 
1 , . . . , N. By the observations we can also assume the labelling be such that 
{ i : a n 5 a i \ n ; i ( u f “ o y / 0} = { i , . . •，M}, 
where M satisfies the bound in (3.15). For i = 1 , . . . , M, let {Q]}{q=\^..,^ki} 
denote the components of Qi\n� i (uGi6^t)- Now it follows from the above two 
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observations, (3.13) and (3.14) that 
^i,Q 
Q!r^l = Ugraph<'^ n ,^ 
s=l 
where w|'^  is a A;i,s,g-valued functions over Q^ C Li for some ki,s,q > 1. [Re-
mark. The domain Q!l C Li satisfies our requirement in the propositon by our 
construction of Qi and ¢^.) 
Also, in view of the (3.10), it immediately follows that 
^s,q 1 
(3.16) sup — — — h sup |Vix-'^ | < Ce^^^<^. 
fi” P n;，q 
Also from Ob. 1 we have 
(3.17) ^ ks,i,q < Cf3. 
{(i,s,g):graphwJ'^ nS^ j7^ 0} 
Now observe that each ddik is one of the boundary components of Q|'^ and lifts 
via u\'q to a curve i^qsk = graph [ul'^\ddik) on Es^, so that by (3.10) and (3.16) 
for each i 
y^ diam7i，g’fc，s < C{n,(5) ^ diamc^fc, 
q,k,s k 
and hence (3.14) implies 
(3.18) Y1 diam7i,g^s < Cs�p, C = C(n,/?). 
q,k,s 
Also note that {%qks : h Q such that Q^nB^i 7^  0 for all k, 5} is a pairwise disjoint 
collection. 
We now let P j = the components of E Pl B^^ \ (Uj,5,ggraph iiJ'^). In view of 
Lemma 3.1 and (3.18) we suffices to show that for some r < ai 
[j{dPj ： Pj n Br + 0} C U liqks. 
i,Q,k,s 
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Now let Jij be the components of Qi A 5o"i\(Us,ggraphzZ|S，”. Then each Jij is 
a smooth surface in B^^ with boundary components in UjTj U dB^^ ^i,g,k,s liqks-
To complete the proof of Part I, we claim that for each i = 1，...，M 
(3.19) V |Jij- n B^ J < Ceip^ . 
‘ ^ 16 “ 
3 
Note that under this claim, in view of Corollary 3.1, we have the implication 
(3.20) Jij n 5jL. + 0 =^ Jij n dBai = 0. 
16 ^ 
Then in view of the definition of Pj and Jij, (3.20) further implies that 
(3.21) Pj n dBip + 0 =^ Pj n dBai 二 0 
16 “ 
Thus for any j such that Pjf)Bi + 0, we have that Pj is a compact manifold 
16 “ 
with boundary equal to a finite subcollection of the curve i^,q,k,s^  and hence by 
(3.18) and Lemma 3.1，we conclude that 
(3.22) ^ diamP^ < Cs^p. 
{j:PjnB^^$} 
After some relabelling (and possibly a translation of the planes Li), (3.21) and 
(3.22) imply that there exist planes L i , . . . , Z>M, (where the L j are not necessarily 
distinct) and M_valued functions Ui G C^(^; L^), where each ¾^ is a smooth 
connected domain of the form r2°\ U^ dik with Q° a simply connected domain and 
dik are pairwise disjoint closed disks in Li such that dik 门 3Q? = 0VA:, and where 
each Ui satisfies 
M 
(3.23) y ^ ki < C, sup — + sup |Vi^ i| < Cs^^^^, 
^ ^i P "i 
and 
M R 
(3.24) (E\ U graph u^ n 〜口 = ( [ j Pj) n ^ , , 
i=l j=l 
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where f \ , . . . , P^ are pairwise disjoint compact surfaces with boundary and 
R 
y ^ diam Pj < Ce^p. 
j=i 
Now let us go back to the proof of the claim. We first note that Y1- \Jij\ < 
Ep| < /V^ so we can pick o"2 G (^p, a i ) such that U j Jij intersects dB^^ trans-
versely and 
(3.25) length {{\J Jij) f l dB^,) < Cpp. 
3 
Moreover, (3.18) implies that by choosing £^  sufficiently small, we can select ^2 
to ensure that 
(3.26) U $,q,k,s n dB” = 0. 
k,q,s 
We now apply the first variation identity (with boundary) 
/ divE$ = / rj. $ — / $ . H 
JE JdT. JT. 
with Jij 门 Ba2 in place of E and with 
(3.27) ^ x ) ^ U i { x ) - U i { z i j ) , 
where Zij is any fixed point of Jij. Since each Jij is connected and the disks dik 
are chosen to be pairwise disjoint, it follows that Yli{Jij) C di£ for some £, and 
hence 
(3.28) |$(a:)|gdiamc^<on Jij. 
Thus (3.28) and (3.10) imply that 
divEn(a;) > 2 - C^2T^I^ on 而， 
so that 
(3.29) [ divE$z(x) > (2 - C e ^ ^ ) l J i j n B J , 
JjijnB^2 
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while using the triangle inequality and the fact that 
f |H| < C f |A| < CsoP, C = C{n) 
J ScT2 J 5]<T2 
on the right side of the first variation identity, we obtain 
(3.30) [ T ] . 少 — [ $ . H < {Cpp + Csop) diam d^. 
JdiJijDB^^) JjijnBa2 
Now combine (3.29) and (3.30) to obtain (choosing So sufficiently small) 
(3.31) J2 丨而 n B^, I < C/3pdiam d^, 
{j:ni(Jij)cdu} 
and then by summing on £ and using (3.18), we complete the proof of our claim 
(3.19), and hence the proof of Part I of the proposition. • 
PROOF OF PART II. Now we assume further that 
(3.32) f |A|2 < d . 
J^p 
In order that each !/《门泥^ can be expressible by the functions Ui, we shall choose 
0^ sufficiently small (by (3.14)) to arrange a subset S C (|p, ^p) with |5'| > 悬 
such that (by (3.32)) 
(3.33) ( U P � n a B c = 0 Va 6 S, 
j 
such that S intersects dB^ transversely, and such that 
(3.34) [ |Ap < C— \/aeS. 
J^ndB^ P 
In view of (3.15), we have M < C[n,[3), i.e., there are only finitely many 2-
planes so that there are gaps between any two 2-planes, and hence we can arrange 
y^  "^ 
a subset S C S with |5| > ^ such that for i = 1 , . . . , M either 
(3.35) L i n ^ a = 0 ¢7 e 5, 
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or 
(3.36) diam {U n 5。）> C—V, V a G 5 ， 
where C = C[n,P). Now we relabel L i , . . . ,LM so that (3.36) holds for i 二 
1，•. •，Mo and (3.35) holds for i = Mo + 1 , . . .，M . We remark that Mo shall be 
equal to the number of the boundary components of E^ - (cr G S). 
•"^  y^  
Since S is of positive measure, we can choose po G S and for j 二 1, . . .，M 
let Zj be the centre of the disk Lj D Bp�. Without loss of generality we assume 
Lj = Zj + R^ X {0}. Let ajpo be the radius of LjCiBp�. Thus in view of our choice 
of po e S and (3.33), it follows that any point in graph Uj 门 dBp^ can be uniquely 
written as 
(3.37) Zj + (1 — Gj[e))ajPoe'^ + Uj{zj + (1 — aj(0))ajpoe'^), 0 < Q < 2A;,-7r, 
where cFj[6) G ( - | , |) is to be determined implicitly by the relation 
Pl = (1^(¾ + (1 - (Jj)oijPoe'^)\ - \zj\f + ((1 - 0;)%A))2, 
or, 
(3.38) ((1 — aj)ajPof + {u{zj + (1 - aj)ajPoe'^)l^ = A + E|w|, 
where A, B are constants dependent on Zj. 
For convenience, we let Pj[9) — Zj + (1 — aj)ajPoe'^. Now due to (3.34)，which 
means that on the curve 7(^) = PjW^Uj{pj{0)) with the curvature vector Kj, the 
total difference of tZj and ^^77, where 77 denotes the inward pointing unit normal 
of ^Epo, shall be small. 
In fact, it follows from the tedious explicit differentiation and using (3.36) that 
the the smooth solution of (3.38) satisfies 
(3.39) |a;(6>)| < C\VUj 
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and 
(3.40) |a;(6>)| < C { \ \ / U j \ + p \ v W ) 
where all functions on the rigth side are evaluated at the point pj {6). Using the 
fact that 
y^Uj{x)\ < C{A{x + Uj{x)) 
and (3.34), we have 
r2kjTT 2 
(3.41) / | V ^ , - f e ( ^ ) ) | < C - . 
JQ P 
Consequently, (3.39), (3.40), (3.41) and the fact that 
sup \Ui\ < C^2n(n-3) 
imply that 
p2kj7T p2kjTT 
, _ � / ( K i ^ + i < n < / ( i v u / + / | v � f ) 
(3.42) 九 Jo 
< C 5 2 i l . 
It now follows directly from (3.23), (3.37) and (3.42) that 
(3.43) f K,j———77 < Ce^^^^. 
J d � ] ^Po — 
Since, with K denoting the geodesic curvature of dEp^, K = r/. K,j on the boundary 
component graph Uj n d B p � o f dEp^, (3.43) implies 
P Mo 1 
(3.44) / K, - 27T V kj < C^2^t3T. 
J9^P0 j=i 
As we remarked, M � = the number of components of dEp^. We also let Mi be 
the number of components of S " � a n d hence Mo < Mi and g the total genus of 
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Epo and 分⑷—the genus of the components of Ep .^ Then the Euler characteristic 
for Ep{^  and E^ are given by 
X ( ^《 )） = 2 一 2"(力— N u m b e r of components of dEjfJ 
(3.45) Ml 
x(Spo) = E^(^Po) = 2Mi - 2g - Mo. 
j=i 
Now Gauss-Bonnet Theorem implies that for each j 
(3.46) [ K = 2nx{^%^)- [ ^ K 
^¾)) JdT^'2 
so that summing up j and using (3.45) we have 
(3.47) I K = 27r(2Mi — 2g — Mo) — f K 
«/Spo JdEpQ 
By the assumption (3.32), it follows that f^ K < e^, and hence 
n ^0 1 
/ K - f27r(2Mi - 2g - Mo) + 2yr ^ kA < Ce^t^. 
^^P0 j=l 
Thus choosing So small enough, we conclude that 
Mo 
2 i k f i - 2 " - M o - E A ; j | < 1 . 
j=i 
It follows from the fact that all the terms are integers that 
Mo 
2Mi - 2g — Mo - ^ kj = 0. 
j=i 
Finally using the fact that Mo < Mi and g > 0, we conclude that for each j , 
Mo = Mi,g = 0，and kj 二 1. 
• 
CHAPTER 4 
Existence & Regularity of 
Measure-theoretic Limits of Minimizing 
Sequence 
In this chapter, after deducing several inequlaties and lemmas from the first vari-
ation identity, we define the so-called genus g minimizing sequence and obtain 
the measure-theoretic limit of such a sequence. Our main job in this chapter is 
to prove the regularity of the measure-theoretic limit of such a sequence. 
4.1. Willmore Functional and Area 
In this section we use the first variation identity to derive several identities 
and inequalities which relate the Willmore functional and area ratio. Based on 
these identities and inequalities, we prove two lemmas. The significance of these 
results will be clear in the latter sections. Recall that the first variation identity 
is given by 
(4.1) f divE^ = - [ $ H, 
JE JE 
for any C^ vector field $ = (¢^ . . . , $^) defined in a neighbourhood of E. Note 
that the identity (4.1) is valid if X is merely a Lipschitz vector field on E. 
Now we make a clever choice of the vector field in (4.1). For any fixed y G E 
and 0 < ¢7 < p, we put 
— “ ) + X 
41 
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where X 二 a: - y and \X\a- = max(|X|,cr). Using the fact that div^X 三 2, then 
a direct computation gives 
f 
0 outside Bp{y) 
^ W = (|別-2 - p-2)X in B,{y)\B,{y) 
2{a-^-p-^) in B,{y) 
and hence we have 
(4.2) 2 ^ + 2 t ^ = 2 ^ - / j ^ - > . H , 
where S ^ = E Pl B“y), E^,^ = E n B,(y)\B^(y), and 义丄 = X — P ^ X and P^ is 
the orthogonal projection onto T^ E^. By using the identity 
|义丄|2 1 X „ _ 1 ^^丄 2 1 
-WW^2WV' 4 ^ ^ W " l 6 ^ 
we then conclude 
(4.3) 
1 5 ^ + f i H + ^ 2 _ | 5 ] p | l 1 f X H 1 f X H 
a2 + k，。4 H + | 耶 - ~ ^ + 4 ^ ( ^ - ) + 2 L ^ 下 — 2 k ~ ^ ' 
Since cr"^|E^| ^ ir as a | 0 and |义丄| g ^|Xp, where [3 depends on E, we can let 
cr I 0 in (4.3)，thus giving 
(4.4) " / > + 蒜 2 = 学 + > ^ ) + 仏 罕 
By dropping the square terms on the left of (4.4) and using the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality on the right, we then have 
^ < C ( ^ + ^ ( E , ) ) , O < a < p < o o , 
where C depends only on n and not on E or a or p, and in particular, by letting 
alO, 
(4.5) ^ < C ( ^ + ^ ( E , ) ) . 
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In case E compact with smooth boundary ^E + 0，we use 
(4.6) [ divs^ = [ T]. $ - [ $ • H 
JS JdE Jn 
instead of (4.1). Then similar calculation gives an identity like (4.4) with an extra 
boundary term on the right. By letting a 1 0, p 个 oo, we obtain 
/ 力 … f lxT j i 2 1 f X 1 ^ , ^ 、 
(4.7) " / J ! H + ^ | = " 犯 " . 両 + 1 项 ， 
where r] is the outward pointing unit conormal for dT,. 
PROPOSTlON 4.1 . IfdT> 二 0 and if E is compact and connected, then 
. (4.8) ^ / ^ ^ < diam E < C ^ E ^ ^ . 
Here |E| denotes the area of E. 
PROOF. To prove the inequality on the left, choose $(x) = x — y in the 
first variation formula, where y is a fixed element of E, and with the fact that 
d i v s $ = 2 on E, the required inequality follows by using the Holder inequality 
on the right side. 
For the inequality on the right side, we take y G E and d — sup^^^ \x — y\, let 
P = i ^ 5 j . 
Then by the inequality we have just proved, p G (0, |]. Let N — integral part 
of p-id, and for each j = 1 , . . . , N — 1, by the connectivity of E, we can take 
Vj e dB(^j+i/2)p{y). Thus with yo = y, the balls Bp/2{yj), j = 0 , . . . ,N- 1, are 
pairwise disjoint. Thus by using (4.5) with yj in place of y and summing over j, 
it follows that 
i V ^ < c ( ^ ( E ) + | p ) . 
% 
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Then by the fact that N > p~^d/2 and our initial choice of p we thus have 
d < c(pJ^(E) + J^) < 5C^y\E\T{E). 
• 
PROPOSTlON 4.2. Suppose E is a compact surface without boundary, dBp 
intersects E transversely, and E fl Bp contains disjoint subsets Si，E2 with Ej fi 
Bep + 0, 3¾ C dBp, and \dEj\ < pp, j = 1,2, where 0 G (0，1/2) and 0 > 0. 
Then 
j^(E) > 87r - cpe, 
where C does not depend on E, |3,6. 
PROOF. Let E, E ( � { j = 1,2) be the image of E, ” � ( j = 1，幻 under 
the inversion in the sphere Bp(0) respectively. By a slight perturbation we may 
assume that 0 车 E. Since S ( � n B0p(O) + 0 (j = 1, 2), we can find points y j e T,j 
with \yj\ > 没-ip for j = 1,2. Then, for T is conformally invariant, we have 
J^(g(i)) + JT(g(2)) < JT(E) = «F(S)， 
and hence using (4.7) with S ( � i n place of E and with yj in place of y we obtain 
- “ — i , j , ^ 
where r]j is the unit conormal of 35](力，j = 1,2. Since \yj\ > 6~^p and since 
3S(" )^| = |3i;(W| < Pp we have 
E [ r j r ^ ^ < m 
^ Jd^:w |z-26_i 
provided that 9 G (0,1/2). This gives the required inequality. • 
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4.2. Existence of Measure-theoretic Limit of Min-
imizing Sequence 
DEFINITION 4.1 . A sequence of compact embedded surfaces E^ G M" with 
dTik = 0 is called a genus g minimizing sequence for T if genus T>k = g V k and 
if 
H^k)<Pk^Sk, SkiO. 
Remark. By translation and scaling we can assume that 
0 G E , , |Efc| = 1. 
Moreover, by (4.8) we have a fixed constant C > 0 such that 
(4.9) i < diam E^ < C. 
For each E we associate a Radon measure fi on M^ defined by 
^i[A) = |E 门 A| for all A Borel in R^. 
So, for any genus g minimizing sequence Ejt, we have a sequence of Radon mea-
sures jjik- One then check that jjik satisfy the compactness theorem we stated in 
Chapter 2, so we can, by extracting a sequence if necessary, assume jJik converges 
to some Radon measure p on R". So we have: 
PROPOSTlON 4.3. For any genus g minimizing sequence T^k, there is a subse-
quence Efc/ and a Radon measure ^ such that the associated measure fi^' converges 
to jJL. 
In fact, we will prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Main Theorem ). Given any genus g minimizing sequence T^k, 
there is a subsequence Y^k', and a compact embedded real analytic surface E such 
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that Efc/ — E both in the Hausdorff distance sense and in the measure-theoretic 
sense that 
I f - | f 
JT.k' ^S 
for each fixed continuous f on W. This E has genus go < g, and E minimizes T 
relative to all compact smooth embedded genus go surfaces E C M .^ 
Let 
E = spt fi 
and we will show E is regular everywhere. Before going further, we make several 
observations first. 
Observation 1. In view of (4.9) and the definition of support of a measure, we 
have E is closed and bounded in R^. 
Observation 2. The Gauss Equation and the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem imply the 
following equality: 
(4.10) ] [ |A,|2 = ^ ( E , ) - ^ ( 2 - 2 ^ ) , 
^ ^ ¾ 
for each E^. So {S^J, for it minimizes J ,^ also minimizes A{^) = f^ |Ap. 
DEFINITION 4.2 (Bad Point). Let f G spt “ and e > 0 be given. We say ^ is 
a bad point (with respect to e > 0�if 
limliminf / |Ajfcp > e ,^ 
Pi0 j—oo JB,(^)nEk 
where A^ denotes the second fundamental form of Ejt-
Remark. By Observation 2, we can obtain a bound on number of bad points 
in terms of e. Suppose that ( i , . •. , f p are bad points with respect to s > 0. By 
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choosing p � 0 such that Bp{i^i)[i = 1 , . . .，P ) are pariwise disjoint, we have 
^ ^ \ t f | A . P < J / | A . P 
^ 4 i=i 7s,nsp(0 4 J � 
where, by (4.10), the right side of the inequality is bounded by some constant 
dependent only on dimension. Thus there are only finitely many bad points for 
each £ > 0. 
O b s e r v a t i o n 3. Assume that f � ^ s p t " \ { ( i , . . . , f p } and the Approximate 
Graphical Decomposition is applicable to the ball Ejt n Bp((o) for infinitely many 
k, where p > 0 independent of k, Thus we have for each fixed k , 
< & n ^ ( e o ) = U=lZ)S^ 
� g r a p h � ^ n ^ ( e 。） C i ^ g ‘ 
where each D(:J diffeomorphic to a closed disk in R^, a e (0, Op), uf^ as in 
the Approximate Graphical Decomposition. Since {Ejt} is a genus g minimizing 
sequence and f3g < 87r, by applying Prop 4.2 with k sufficiently large and 0 
sufficiently small (independent of k), we deduce that only one of the disks Df\ 
say D^^\ can intersect Bop{i), i.e., Ek 门 Bop(C) = D[^\ 
To prove the regularity at Good Points, we shall need a decay estimate on the 
integral of the length of second fundamental form at good points. 
LEMMA 4.1 (Decay Estimate for SFF of E^：). For�G spt fi\{^i,... , f p } , there 
exists p = p{^o, ^) such that with po =警 and 6 independent of k, we have 
(4.11) ak — / |Afc|2 < Cp^ for infinitely many k, 
J^knBpiO 
for all ^ e spt)U n B|(6)) and for all r, 0 < r < po, where 7 G (0,1) and C 
independent ofr. 
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PROOF. First we fix o^ ^ spt " \ { 6 , • •.，^p}. Since fo is not a bad point, there 
exists p = ^^o,e) such that if 0 < p < p t h e n 
/ |Afc|2 < 2e^ for infinitely many k. 
7sfcnSp(eo) 
Hence, for ^ G spt “ Pi ^^(¾), p < p, we have 
2 
[ |A,|2 < [ |A,|2 < 2e\ 
JE^nB (^0 JT.k^Bp{i^) 
So, we can apply the Approximate Graphical Decomposition to each E^ ： A ^p(f) 
with p < | . In fact, by Observation 3, the approximate graphical decomposition 
implies that for each s > 0 small enough, and 0 > 0 sufficiently small(independent 
of k), for infinitely many k, there exists 2-plane Lk containing ( and a C°° function 
Uk ： Q'k ~^ L^ with 
Uk 1 
sup hSUp DUk < C^ 2n(n-3) 
P _ 
(graph Uk n VJjPkj) n B^C) = Df^ n 凡⑷ 
y ^ diam P^j < Ce^p 
j 
where Pkj diffeomorphic a closed disk and disjoint from graph (以左|^ 4) and where 
a € (^, 6p) does not depend on k. 
Let a ( 0 = { i + y ：工 e ^ ( 0 n Lk, y e L^} and Ek = {cr G (学，“⑷: 
dCp{C} n Pkj = 0 V j } . Since [於 diam Pkj < Ce^p, by choosing e small enough, 
we may assume \Ek\ > 学 VA:, and hence there exists T C ( y , 6p) with \T\ > 警 
such that 
dCAOnPkj = ^ yaeT 
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for infinitely many k. So, for each a G T, for infinitely many k, we can apply 
Prop 2.5 to obtain a biharmonic function Wk on jB -^(^ ) n Lk such that 
[ \D^Wk\^ < C [ |Afc|2, where 1^ 二 graph {uk\L n dB^{^)). 
JlkHB^iO JTk 
With A denoting the SFF for graph Wk, we have 
(4.12) [ |A,|2 < C [ \D'w,\' < C [ |A,|2. 
J graph Wk J L k n B “ G JVk 
Since {EA；} also minimizes A , by considering the C '^^  surface T^ k = {T k^\D a^^ ) U 
graphtt;fc, where &J") = E^ n C^(0 C D(M, it follows that 
A{^k) - Sk < A{^k) < A{Ek) + A{gmphwk) — A{Dl'^), 
or 
\Ak\^ < / |Afc|2 + % SkiO. 
^Dcr J graph Wk 
Using the inequality (4.12), we finally obtain 
/ j A f c | 2 ^ [ | A , | 2 + & 
M'� JdDi'^ 
Since this holds for all a 6 T with |T| > 警,by the coarea formula, we can arrange 
(choose suitable a e T) 
厂 ⑷ |A.p < C [ |A,|2 
JdD�J"� J^knBe,mBe^iO 
for infinitely many k, where C is independent of k. Consequently, we get 
/ |Afc|2 < C / |Afcp + ^fc, EkiO. 
J^knBe^ � J^knBe^iO\B^ (0 
Now by hole-filling, there exists 7 6 (0,1) such that 
(4.13) [ | A , p < 7 f | A , p + 4 , 4 ; 0 . 
JEkHB^iO JEkDBep{^) 
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By setting 
$ ( e , p ) ^ l i m i n f [ |A*|2 
^ J^knBp{0 
and taking limit superior in (4.13), one gets 
^(e,0<7^(e,p) 
for all p < po and for all f G spt /i 门 ^^(^o)- Then iterating this result gives us 
2 
^ ( f , r ) < c ( - ) " $ ( f o , p ) 
\poZ 
for all p and for all ^ as stated, which implies the inequality (4.11). • 
PROPOSTlON 4.4. For any ^o e spt A^\{fi, . . . ,6^} anA 6 > 0，there is a 
neighbourhood U of fo such that 
" L f / = ^ 2 L ( s n [ / ) , 
where E is an embedded C i^'7/2 surface expressible as graph w for some w 6 
(7i，7/2(f/ 门 Lo) with supfjnz�\Dw\ < S, where Lo is the tangent plane of jjL at 
fo-
PROOF. Let 0^ ^ spt "\{6，•..，^p} be fixed and for any ^ G spt “ D Bp^(^o) 
and p G (0, po) {p sufficiently small). As noted in Lemma 4.1, we have a^ < e^ 
for infinitely many k, and apply the approximate graphical decomposition as in 
Lemma 4.1. And let Lk,Vtk,Uk,pk,di^k be as in Prop 4.1. Let Uk = PA:(graph UkH 
BfT(0), where Pk = orthogonal projection onto L^. 
We extends Uk\Uk to Uk which is defined on all of L^ such that 
(4.14) sup — + \Duk\ < C e ^ ^ ^ K 
P — 
Recall that Prop 3.1 implies that ^^ diam dik < C^Jokp. Thus we can apply the 
variant of Poincare 's inequality with f 二 DjUk, E — L^dik for each j to get a 
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constant vector 7]k ^ 肥 so that 
[\Duk - ml' < Cp' [ \D'uk\' + c^kP' < Cp'^k. 
J^k J^k 
Again, by Prop 3.1，Y1- \dik\ < Cy/^p^, which implies that 
/ \Duk — Vk? = / \Duk — T]k? + / \Duk - 77fc|2 < C y ^ p 2 , 
JLknBe^{0 JQk Juidik 
SO finally, by decay estimate on SFF, for suitable 7 > 0 
(4.15) [ | Z ) W - " # S C > 2 + 7 . 
JLknB0^{O 
Take a subsequence so that Lk converges to L (here the compactness of Grass-
mannian is used) and r]k — V (Note { " � } is uniformly bounded by (4.14) and 
(4.15)), and so that, by the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, Uk converges to Lipschitz u 
defined on L in sup-norm and hence graph Uk converges to graph u in the Haus-
dorff distance sense. In view of (4.14) and (4.15), we also have 
^ 1 
(4.16) sup h sup \Du < Cff2n(n-3) 
p _ 
(4.17) [ |Lh/ — 7/|2 < Cp2+7. 
JLnB^iO 
Now for any A Borel in E^, consider the 9^ defined by 
Ok{A) = |S^ : n ^ , ( 0 n ^1 - |graphi2fc n 5 , ( 0 n 斗 
By (4.17) and the fact ^ - \dik\ < Cp2+), one readily checks that the total mass 
of Ok < C y + 7 . 
In measure theoretic terms (provided we take e small enough to begin with) 
this means we have established that for all <f G spt /j, n B0p(eo)/2(6)) and for all 
P < 崎0)/4 
n^ L (¾ n Bp(^ 二 n^ L (graph � n B,{0) + 4 , 
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where Ok is a signed measure. Then, passing to the limit, we get 
" L B p ( 0 ) - 7/2L(graph^zn 巧 ( 0 ) + 0, 
where ^ and p as above, and 6 is a signed measure with total mass < C(?^^. 
Then note that by (4.17), the density of Q at ^ is given by 
Dens(^,O = l i m ^ ^ ^ = 0, 
‘ P;o 7rp2 
and the density of graph u at ^ 
Dens (graph u, f ) = lim 丨 啊 ^ “ ： 聊 = 1 , 
piO 7Tp^ 
and hence 
Dens (/i, ¢) = Dens (graph u, ^) + Dens {6, () = 1. 
Thus we conclude that spt (JL = E has a multiplicity 1 tangent plane at f G 
S 门 5po/2(6)). Moreover, in view of (4.17), we deduce a Holder estimate on the 
normal space to E: 
l|A^(6)-^(6)ll<C|6-6r^ 
where ( f i ,^ G 0^^ (^ 0)/4(^ 0) and this accomplishs the proof. • 
To develop higher regularity of E, we need a stronger estimate on the second 
derivative of w. 
PROPOSTlON 4.5. Let ^Q, U, Lo and w as in Prop 4.4. Then, E is a C^'"门 
V^2'2 surface away from the bad points ^ i , . . . , fp . In fact, there exists a G (0,1) 
such that 
(4.18) [ \D^w\^ < Ccf2a, 0 < ¢7 < p 
JLoHBaiO 
for each ^ G Lo 门 Bp(fo), where C > 0 independent ofa. 
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PROOF. Note that by (4.11), 
(4.19) [ | H j < C p \ 
7sfcnB (^0 
where H^ denotes the mean curvature vector of E^. By [HJ], extracting a subse-
quence if necessary, we deduce that E has generalized mean curvature vector H 
satisfying 
(4.20) [ |H|2 < c y , 
^sn5p(0 
where f = x + w{x) G graph w such that dist (x, dU) > 2p, w as in Prop 4.4. 
Thus w must be a C^ weak solution of thp prescribed mean curvature system 
2 
^ A ( v ^ P ^ , - ^ ) = v ^ H , 
i,j 
where (g”) = {gij)'^, g = det{gij), Qij = ^ + DiW . DjW. It then follows from a 
standard difference quotient argument that w G WfJ^{U). 
We write D^w = W£ and Dijw = Wij in the sequel. By differentiating (in the 
weak sense) the prescribed mean curvature system it follows that D^w satisfies 
the following system: 
(4.21) _ w i j ) = i ^ ( H - ^ ^ ^ g � ) - D,{D,{g'^wj)). 
By putting {wk - ak)C into (4.21), choosing ( to be a suitable cut-off function and 
S in Prop 4.4 sufficiently small and (4.20) one finally gets 
[ \D^w\^ < C f \D^w\'^Ca^, 
JL0nB,/2(O yLon5<,(0\B,/2(0 
for each ^ G Lo A B"(60 and each a E (0,p), where C depends on p but not on 
a. By hole-filling and iterating, we then have for some a G (0,1) 
[ \D^w\^ < CVj2% 0 < a < p 
JLonBp{i) 
for each f G LonBp(<fo)，where C does not depends on a, thus by virtue of Morrey's 
Lemma E is a C^'" fl W '^^  surface away from the bad points f i , . . .，^p. • 
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4.3. Higher Regularity at Good Points 
Before showing that higher regularity of E away from bad points, we first 
prove a regularity theorem of a 4^-order quasiliner system of PDE. 
We are going to use the difference quotient operators 
kf{x)=彻 + ' ; ) -側， 4 / ( x ) = 爛 — f — ' e ) , h + 0， 
on D)|"| = {x G D : dist (x, ^D) > |"|}, where e = (1,0) or (0,1). Concerning 
these, recall the formulae 
Sh{fg){x) 二（ /^(^ )p(:r + he) + f{x)6ng{x) 
/ 9^hf = - / fSh9, 
JB) JB 
the first begin valid on ED|"| and the second requiring that the product fg vanishes 
outside a compact subset of B)\h\. 
We also need a proposition due to Morrey. 
PROPOSTlON 4.6. Ifq > 0 on Bp{C) C R^ and if 
[ , < p n ' 
JB“y)nBp(0 \ " 
for all y G Bp{^) and a < p, then 
[q\v\^ < £ [ \Dv\^^C [ \v\^ 
^BpiO JBp{0 JB.iO 
for each v G VFo'^(Bp(^)) and for each £ > 0，where C dependes only on the 
constants j3,^,e. 
Then apply the proposition with p~^q in place of q, we obtain the following 
version. 
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PROPOSTlON 4.7. Ifq > 0 on Bp{Cj and f _ ^ � ( y ) q < 0a] for all a G (0，p 
and all y G Bp{^), the for each e > 0 
[q\v\' < sfP [ \Dv\' + Cp7-2 [ |叫2, ^ e w,'^'{B,iO), 
JB,{0 JB,{0 JBp{0 
where C depends only on /^,7,5. 
PROPOSTlON 4.8. Let " , 7 ， L > 0； D = {x G R^ : \x\ < 1 }，a n d let 
U = {u\ . • •，lT) e T^2,2(JJ, ^m) n C^l"(D, R^) 
satisfy \u\ + \Du\ < 1 in D and 
(*) [ |风丨2 < Pp^^ 
<AjnSp(e) 
for each ^ G D and p < 1. Suppose further that u is a weak solution of the 
4*^-order quasilinear system 
DjDs{A%'[x, u, Du)DiDrU^) + DjB{{x, u, Du, D\) + B : ( x , u, Du, D\) 二 0， 
where A^^^^ = A'^^^{x, z,p) and B{ 二 B{{x,z,p, q) satisfy the following for 丨之| + 
\p\ < 1 
� E ^7m?s>L-'j2m', 
i,j,r,s,a,p i,j,a 
问 |^$^(x,z,p)| < L, lAx,.,p)^S'(^,^,p)l < L, 
(iii) |BWa^2;,p,Q0| + |i>(av2，p)^Ur,z,P,^OI < 丄(1 + k|2), 
{iv) \D,Bi{x ,z ,p , q)\ < L ( l + |g|), 
where we use the notation that DpF means the tensor of all first order partial 
derivatioves with respect tot the variables P. Then u G Wf^^ip)门 C2'" for some 
a > 0; in fact there are C > 0； a G (0，1)； depending only on 0，7，n, L such that 
[ \D'u\^ < Cp2a 
j{x-.\x-^\<p} 
for each ^ e D with dist (^, 3D) > 2p. 
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PROOF. The weak form of the equation is 
(4.22) 
J < 7 ( x , u, Du)DirU^DjsC - Bi{x, u, Du, D^)DjC + B ^ u, Du, D\)C = 0， 
valid for any ( " G Wo '^^ (D), where, here and subsequently, repeated Latin indices 
are summed from 1 to 2 and repeated Greek indices are summed from 1 to m. 
First we take a disk Bp{^) with |f| < 1 — 2p and replace C" in (4.22) by 
Sh{{ShU^ - q ) 0 , (0 < \h\ < p/4)，where ( e C^(R^) is arbitrary with support 
in B3p/4(0, and where £^ = a" + 6" • (x — ^), with a" the mean value of ShU^ in 
the annulus A 全 Bp(()\5"2( f ) and 6" the mean value of Duh on this annulus. 
Thus by the Poincare inequality, we have 
(4.23) [ K - r , l ' < C p ' [ \Du-,\' and also [ \ K - q \ ' < C p ' [ | D ^ p , 
JA JA JA JA 
where we use the abbreviation 
\ ut = 5hU^. 
Moreover, we also have 2 more inequalites, which are due to (*) and the fact 
that Uh{x) = f^ Diu(x + the) dt: 
(4.24) [ |L>4|2 < Cc7^ ^ 
J^h\nBaiy) 
(4.25) [ |Du"|2 < Ccr^ ^ 
J%inB“y) 
for \h\ < 1, 0 < a < 1, \y\ < 1 and D)|"| = {x : |x| < 1 - |/i|}. 
By substituting the above choice of ¢^  in (4.22) we obtain 
(4.26) 
[ { { a ^ 7 « ) ^ r + s,{A^-)ui) + « - r , u + « — ^kUs + « - r,)sQ 
f^ip(0 ^ 
- W ) { { K - ^l)jC + ( … - r , ) Q + 5^{Bl){ui — o o } = 0, 
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where a ^ ' = A^^(x + he, u(x + he), Du(x + he)), or 
[{[K;'{<)iriK)js + E M j s + F]C 
(4.27) JBp�o ^ 
+ [ E M ) i r + F% + [E{\ui),r + F ^ ' l 0 . } = 0， 
where 
Ea = S“A%s)yl 
F = -k{B{){ul - r,)^ + 〜 ( ^ ) ( < -《） 
E i - { a f ; + a%^){ul-ll), 
(4.28) 
E'=喊；'+ < T ) ^ f r K - 严 丄 - W ) K - 信 ） 
Ei'^c/t/K-^n) 
F^'^5,{Af;)ui{ut-ll). 
Note that by the Mean Value Theorem and the condition {ii) 
KO<$,l < ^(|^S^(2/, u{y),Du{y)) - A^^^{x, u{y), Du{y))\ 
+ |端 > , u { y ) , D u { y ) ) - J^^{x, u{x), Du{y))\ 
(4.29) + lAi^y{x, u(x), Du{y)) - Af;{x, u(x), Du(x))|) 
< ^(^|Bu(x + he) - Du(x)j + |u(x + he) - u(x)| + |/if 
<C(l + |Duh|), 
where y 二 a: + he. Similarly, we can bound |^(5)| and hence using (4.28) we 
obtain the following bounds: 
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|^a| S C{1 + \Uh\ + \DUh\){l + \D\\) 
|F| < C[{1 + | D ^ p ) ( l + \Duh\) + (1 + \D\\)\D\h\] 
{\D{uh-lh)\ + \uh-ih\) 
\Ei\<C\D{un-ih)\ 
(4.30) 
|F"^ | S C[{1 + \Duh\)\D^u\\D{uh - 4)1 + (1 + Z^^|')(1 + \Duh\) 
+ (l + |L>2it|)|i:)^J)h^-4| 
| ^ f l M % - 4 | 
|F^ '^ | < C(1 + \Duh\)\D^u\\uh - 4 | . 
Consequently, by replacing C by C ,^ using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the 
bounds (4.30), we have 
7 [ lD'u,W' < [ aZ;{ui),r{u%sC' < I + 11 + III + IV, 
L JB,{0 JSpiO 
where 
/ = [ C ' ( 1 + |炉以|2)(1 + \D{U, - 4 ) | 2 + \Du,\') 
JB,{0 
/ / = [ c'|i^CP(i + M ) K - 4 p 
(4.31) J B , 0 
in= / e\DC\'\D{u,-£,)\' 
. ^5p(0 
IV= [ ((2|i^|2 + |Z)C|>,-4|2. 
^B,{0 
For 7, we can apply Proposition 4.7 with q = 1 + \D^u\^ and v 二 {C^/l + |Di^ "|2, 
C\D[uh-^h)\) so that 
I<ep' [ C'\D'u,\' 
(4.32) " , 
+ CfP / ("-2(4 + CW){l + \Du,\' + \D{u, - 4)|2). 
JB,{0 
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Again, using Morrey's Lemma with the same choice of q and v = ( D(0(uh - 4)， 
we thus have 
(4.33) 
[e\DC\\l^\Du\^)\uh-in\^<ep^ [ \D{CDC^{un-ih))\' 
JBp{^ JBp{0 




II < ep^ [ C'MI^K-4)P 
JB,{i) 
+ c p ^ [ m \ ' + e w + p - ' c W ) i u , — 4 p . 
^B,iO 
So combining all these estimates, we obtain 
(4.35) 
[{D'u,W' < C [ CW\D{u,-i,)\' 
JBp{0 JBp{0 
+ c [ (C^|DCP + M ) K - 4 P 
JB,{0 
+ Cp^ [ (p-2(4 + cm'){l + \Du,\' + \D{u, - 4)|2 
JB,{0 
+ Cp^ [ CW\D(u,-£,\' 
JB,U) 
+ c p ， [ m\'+ew+p-'cW)\u,—4p. 
^B,iO 
Now we can choose C to be a cut-off function such that ( 三 1 on Bp/2 (() with 
DC| S Cp-^ and |i:>2c| s C f T ) and C 三 0 outside � / 4 ( 0 to conclude 
[lD'unW' < Cp-' f \D{un - 4)P + Cp-' [ \un - 4P 
(4.36) JBp�0 “ JA 
+ CfP-2 f (1 + \Dun\' + \D{u, — 4)P). 
" P ( 0 
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To show that u e W^oc(^p/2(O). we note that by (*), (4.36) and (4.23) 
[\D'un\' < C [ ( 1 + |乃以,丨2)， 
^B^{^ JBp{0 
where C = C{j,n,p). By letting |"| | 0, we conclude that u e W^'^{BE (0) and 
that 
f \D'u\' < Cp-2 [ (1 + \D'u\'). 
JB^ii) JBp{i) 
Again, using (*)，(4.36), (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25) and letting \h\ ； 0 gives 
(4.37) [ \D'u\' < C [ \D'u\' + CfP-2 [ (1 + \D'u\'). 
JB^iO JA JBp{0 
Since u G W^^f(D), the Sobolev embedding theorem then implies D^u G L^^^ for 
each p > 1，and hence 
f (1 + \D\\^) < Csp^-^ yS > 0, 
JspiO 
and hence (4.37) implies (setting S = 7/2) 
[\D'u\' < C f |D^|2 + Cp7/2, 
Js^iO JA 
where C indpendent of p, for |^ | < 1 - p and p < 1/4. Then by hole filling, it 
follows that 
[ |i^3�2 < Q f |D^|2 + Cp，l\ 0 G (0, 1). 
^5^(0 JBpiO 
And iterating the above inequality, we find a G (0，1) such that 
[\D\\^ < Cp"/2 
JB^{0 
for all p small. Thus it follows from the Morrey's Lemma that u G 恢/!'�2(皿)门6^ 2，" 
for some a > 0. • 
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We can now show that E is actually C^'" for some a > 0 away from bad 
points. Note that by Prop 4.4 and Prop 4.5 it suffices to show that w, obtained 
by Prop 4.4, is of class C^'" for some a > 0. Since w is of class C^'" n py2，2 ^^ 
the disk L � n 凡 ⑷ and that 
(4.38) / \D^w\^  < Ca^ for some fixed 7 > 0, 
AonBcr(y) 
for every y G L�D Bp{^) and a < p (assuming p is small enough), so in view of 
Prop 4.8, it suffices to show that (module a rescaling and rigid motion taking the 
disk Lo n Bp{^) to ED), w is a weak solution of an equation of the form considered 
in Prop 4.8. Now recall that the functional 
A{w) = / |A^|2, 
Jgraphw 
where A^ ^ is the second fundamental form of graph?i；, by the Gauss-Bonnet The-
orem, differs from 4^(graph w) by only a boundary integral; thus, w must be a 
stationary point for A{w) relative to the variations of w which vanish in a neigh-
bourhood of LoPl8jBp(f). Thus w is a weak {W^'^) solution of the Euler-Lagrange 
system for the functional 
• ) = [ | A j 2 = f J2 E 队曰-9^')9''rwlw^^g, 
•/graphs JBp{0 i,j,r,s=lcc,0=l 
where ( p ^ -(恥）—1，gd = ^ + DiW . Dfw, p � - J 2 l g = i DpW^Dqwf^gP<J. 
Now one checks by direct computation that the Euler-Lagrange system for 
the functional A{w) has (after a rescaling and a rigid motion taking the disk 
Lo 门 Bp(C) to the unit disk D) exactly the form of the system considered Prop 
4.8. In fact w satisfies a system as in Prop 4.8, with m — n — 2， 
A % ' = 抓 3 - g ’ g � ] s 
and with B^^{x, z,p, q) equal to homogeneous quadratic polynomials in q (with 
coefficients smooth functions o f x , z,p). Since w has small C^ norm, the hypothe-
ses (i) — {iv) of Prop 4.8 are easily checked, and the hypothesis (*) is satisfied by 
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the virtue of the decay estimate (4.38) above. We thus deduce that w G C^'" as 
required. 
After establishing that w G C^'" for some a > 0，we can then use the standard 
argument to show that w is C � � f o r any k G N and real analytic. 
4.4. Convergence in Hausdorff Distance Sense 
Here we establish the Hausdorff distance sense convergence as an interlude 
between the regularity at the Good Points and the Bad Points. We remark that 
the critical point in the Hausdorff distance sense convergence is the boundedness 
of T . To accomplish the proof, we should show 
� for all e > 0 there exists jo G N such that E C (¾)^ for all j > j。，and 
(ii) for all e > 0 there exists jo e N such that Ej C E^ for all j > jo. 
For (i), it suffices to show that for all e > 0 there exists jo such that j > jo 
implies 
y — 2/j| S £ for some yj G E^. 
Suppose (i) does not hold. Then there exists s > 0 such that 
(4.39) dist [yj, Ej) > e for some y j G E. 
Consequently, we have a sequence { y j ] in E. Since spt jjL = E is compact, it follows 
that there exists a subsequence {yj'} ^ y e E. Since /i^  ^ jj, in measure-theoretic 
sense, we have 
lim J Kdfik 二 J Kdfi V/ E C(M”， 
where ( e C(R") with sptC C B^/4(y). By (4.39) and the fact that yj ^ 仏 it 
follows that 
d{y, ^ ) > I Vi 
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and hence 
J Kdfi = 0 V/ G C{R^), 
which implies y ¢. spt yu. 
For (ii), we need a lemma to accomplish this: 
LEMMA 4.2. The set of all possible limit points of all possible sequences {yj} 
with yj G T>j is contained in E. 
PROOF. We shall prove the lemma by contradiction. First suppose that there 
exists yj G S^ with yj — y and dist (", Ej) = 77 > 0. Since T>j connected, there 
exists jo such that if j > j�then 
EjndB^{y) = (D V a G ( ^ , | ) . 
Thus for each N > 1 and j > jo, there exists zjk G E,-门 dB(i+±�^(y), where 
�卞 N ) 4 
k = 1 , . •.，N. Then applying inequality (4.5) with 5¾ at Zjk, p 二 击（|), we have 
, $ 々 & 。 ， ( 勺 』 + , ( ¥ 召 “ 勺 洲 . 
Summing up k, one gets 
(4.40) N ^ < C J 2 ( ^ ^ ^ l ^ M + ^ ( E , n 胁 』 ) . 
k=l “ 
Then since y 來 E = spt /i, it follows that the limit of the densities near y must 
be zero, i.e., for each k 
S j n Bp(2;j-fc)| ~^ 0 as j ~^ 00. 
Finally note that Bp{zjk) are pairwise disjoint, and hence (4.40) implies 
N 
Nir < C l i m s u p ^ j r ( E ^ 门 Bp(Zjk) < ClimsupJ^(E^). 
j k=i j 
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Since N is arbitrary, it implies that lim sup^ T{Yjj) = oo, which contradicts to the 
fact that T i J l j ) is uniformly bounded. • 
Now we can complete (ii). Suppose (ii) does not hold. Then there exists e > 0 
such that for infinitely many E^ 
d[yj , E) > e for some yj G E^. 
Keeping this in mind and recalling that E^ C ^ ( 0 ) for all j, we have a sequence 
[ y j ) , y j ^ ^ j such that {yj} converges but its limit is not contained in S . This 
clearly contradicts to our previous lemma. 
Remark on Number of Bad Points Again. As remarked before, we know 
that for a given e, say e = 1, there are only finitely many bad points ^ i , . . . , gp, 
where P depends on e only. Due to the regularity of E away from bad points 
(with respect to £ = 1), there are no more bad points distinct from f i , . . • ,$p, 
i.e., the number of bad points is independent ofs. 
4.5. Regularity near Bad Points 
We see the the boundedness of T is sufficient for the Hausdorff distance con-
vergence of { E j } . Here the boundedness of T implies another elementary result. 
PROPOSTlON 4.9. Let y be a point in E. Then for any S > 0，there exists 
G 6 (0, (5) such that 
lim sup / |Aj |2 < S .^ 
3 JT,jr\B2^{y)\B^{y) 
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PROOF. Suppose to the contrary. Then there exists S > 0 such that for any 
a e (0, S) we have 
(4.41) l imsup [ | A / > P . 
j «/&nS2cr(y)\M2/) 
It follows by applying (4.41) with an = 丢 that 
lim lim sup / |Aj|^ = oo. 
对⑴ j J^jnBsm\B^i^i) 
This clearly contradicts to the fact that 
lim sup / |Aj|2 < oo. 
j Jsj 
• 
4.5.1. Lower semicontinuity of H^ and Aj, Note that since there is a 
subsequence ( ¾ ' } of {E^} converges to E in the (generalized) varifold sense so 
that we have the convergence of the first variation formula. Thus, for any fixed 
smooth $ : E^ ^ E" with compact support, we have 
(4.42) lim [ $ . Hj, = f $ . H. 
j' J^j> JE 
By the regularity o f E away from the bad points, H is smooth on E \ { f i , . . .， f p } . 
Then we extend H to all of R ^ \ { f i , . . . , ^ p} smoothly. For any open subset U of 
K^, we can choose a sequence of C°° cut-off functions Q with compact support 
in M^\(UiCi Bp{^i)), where p < \ m i n ^ \^i — 6 | and Q converges to the charac-
teristic function on f A ( U � i Bp(fi)), and apply (4.42) with $ = C^H so that the 
measure-theoretic convergence of E j to E implies 
[ | H p < l i m i n f [ | H , f . 
JEDUMULi Bp{^i)) ] «^ &nfA(lXi Bp{ii)) 
Then by letting p | 0，we have 
[ | H | 2 < limliminf f | H , f . 
« / • 灿 J JEjnuMUf=i B,Ui)) 
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In view of the weak definition of the second fundamental form and the cor-
responding compactness theorem ([HJ]), we can derive a similar result for the 
second fundamental form by nearly the same argument. In fact, we have 
[ | A | 2 < limliminf / | A / , 
J^nu 灿 3 ys,nt/\(Ur=i Bp{^i)) 
where A , A j denote the second fundamental forms of S and E^ respectively. 
Consequently, we have proved 
PROPOSTlON 4.10 (Lower semi-continuity of H^ and A j ) . For a genus g min-
imizing sequence (¾}, 
[ | H p < limliminf [ | H , f , 
(4 43) 」爾 灿 3 J^j^u\{\jf^, B,m 
f |Ap < limliminf f | A / . 
</srw 灿 ] J ^ j r ^ u M U f = , B,m 
Here and in the sequel we denote Hj, Aj the mean curvature vectors and the 
second fundamental forms for T,j and H，A the generalized mean curvature vector 
and the second fundamental form for the measure-theoretic limit E. 
In order to prove the regularity and the minimizing property of the our 
measure-theoretic limit E, we first show that 
PROPOSTlON 4 .11 . For all sufficiently small a > 0， 
p p 
^A(U^-te)) isdiffeomorphicto S\(U^rte)). 
i=l i=l 
To prove this proposition, we shall need to use the Approximate Graphical 
Decomposition (AGD) to construct 2 graphical decompositions of E j (for infinitely 
many j), one at the good points and one near the bad points ^i , . . . , fp. 
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4.5.2. Construction near Bad Points. We first make a remark about the 
identities (4.2) — (4.3). Since (4.2)-(4.5) hold for all y G E\{6,.. .，6^}，we can 
take a sequence i^k — ‘ where 仏 G E \ { ^ i , . . . ,^p}, and apply (4.2)-(4.5) with 
^ik in place of y. By letting k ^ oo, we thus conclude (4.2)-(4.5) hold for y e E. 
In particular Prop 4.2 can applies to E even if the subsets ！；⑴ satisfy 31)(力 c 
dBp{0) U { 6 , . . . , f p } rather than d ^ C dB^(0). 
Let ^ik ^  ^ with ^ik + (i for all k. By (4.5), we have for all k, 
兀〜 ( 1如》 ^ 1 +巧”门丑此 , ) ) ) 
which implies 
(4.44) 7T < c 广 严 + H^ n 召“⑶)• 
As remarked above, we apply (4.3) with E fl Bp[^i), which gives 
(4.45) [ 柴 = ^ - - + * / ( ^ - 4 ^ U - H , 
J^nB,{^i) ^ P 2 J^nB,{^i) ^P' X ” 
where X — x — “ 
Since the right side of (4.45) is finite, we thus have 
(4.46) [ I H f | 2 < oc. 
Ji:nBpi^i) X - i^ 
In view of (4.44) and (4.46), we state the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. For any e > 0 there exist ao — ao{s) > 0 such that for all 
a G (0,CTo) 
(x - ^ )^ 
(4.47) V - / ^ ^ • ^ n ( B , t e ) V B ! t e ) ) 
工—si 
except for a set of measure < Cea^. 
Its proof is straightforward so we shall skip it. 
We can now state our construction near the bad points as the following propo-
sition. 
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PROPOSTlON 4.12. For any bad point & G S and j large enough, there exist 
an annular region Ai = {x G Li : ( | — |)cr < \x — <^ | < ( | + |)cr} C U and a C°° 
function uij : Ai\{Ukeijk) — Lj- with 
qj^. . 1 
sup ~ ^ + sup \DUij\ < C^2n(n-3) 
(J 
(4.48) Ej n A = (graph Uij 1^ Pijk) fl Ai 
^ diami^t < Ce�G, PLi{Pijk) = eijk, 
k 
where Ai = {x + z : x G Ai, z G L^, |2:| < 6a/2}. 
Moreover, in place of the identity in the second line of (4.48)，we can arrange 
that 
(4.49) E,- n ( B ( | + | ) , t e ) \ 5 ( | _ | ) , t e ) ) = s , n Ai n (B(|+!)“€z)\B(l—!) , te)) . 
PROOF. By the lower semi-continuity (4.43), it follows that f^ |Ap is bounded. 
Then we take a e (0, ao), where ao obtained by Prop 4.3，to ensure that 
(4.50) • [ | A p < ^ , i = l,...,P, 
^浦“《;） 4 
and we also take that s^ G (0,替)，where C is an absolute constant. 
Note that dB^{^i)门 S / 0 for a small enough. 
4 
For otherwise, for any pQ > 0 there exists p 6 (0, po) such that dBp{^i)nT^ = 0. 
Thus denoting E* the component containing ^ C Bp{^i), (4.5) implies 
y c ( | s * n ^ t e ) l + ^ r n ^ A ) ) , 
and then letting p — 00, we thus obtain 
47T r , 9 
C ^ / |A|2, 
^ J^nBp{^i) 
which contradicts to (4.50). 
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Take yi G 8B3<4(&)nS, and by (4.50) again, we apply the approximate graph-
ical decomposition lemma to get a 2-plane Li containing yi and a C ^ function 
Ui : Qi C Li ~> L l , with 
Ui 1 
sup h sup DUi < C^ 2n(n-3) 
a 
^ n Bea{Vi) = (graphiZi 1^ Pi,k) fl Be^{yi) 
^ diamPiA： < Ce�a, PhXPik) 二 4^b 
k 
where 仏�Ba/4(2/i)\(UAAfc), where each dik is a closed disk in Li and ^ ^ diam dik < 
C e i a , and where the Pik are pairwise disjoint and each is diffeomorphic to the 
unit disk in M .^ 
Note that by Lemma 4.3 we have that the radial vector 丨二@丨 is almost tangent 
to Li is the sense that 
(4.51) dist te, Li) < Cs^^^)G. 
Now let pii,p2i denote the 2 points of dB^{^) n dBea{yi) H Li. Then, for 
y ^ diam dik < Ce^a, 
k 
we can choose £ small enough so that there exist yu, y2i with \yji — pji\ < Ce^a 
ioxj - 1 ,2 . 
Since the decay estimate holds at yji {j : 1，2), we can make a similar appli-
cation of the AGD at yji {j — 1, 2). Moreover, due to the gradient bound on Dui 
and Duji, the corresponding 2-planes Lji is close to Li in the sense that 
(4.52) WLi-LjiW < Ce'^a. 
We now repeat this procedure with yji, Lji in place of 队，L i . 
Since dB^{^i) is compact, after a fixed number of steps, say iV, depending 
only on n, we obtain 2-planes Lji and C°° functions Uji : Lji — Lf-, j = 1 , . . . , N 
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such that 
N 
(4.53) ( U graph Uji U \ J Pijk) n 人 = E n A , 
j=l j,k 
where Ai = {x + z : ( f - |^cr < | x - ^ | < ^f + f ) a , 2 : G L^, |^ | < 0a/2}. 
In view of (4.51), (4.52) and (4.53), we can extend the function Ui on a domain 
AM^kGijk) C Li where 
, r ^ /3 9\ ^ /3 0\ 1 
^ . ^ | x G L . : ( - - - j a < | x - ^ | < ( - + - j a | 
with 
？/ • 1 
sup ~ - + sup Dui < C52n(n-3) 
a 
(4.54) ^ j n Ai = (graph Ui U^ Pijk) n A-
Y1 diamPyA： < Cs^a, PLi{Pijk)=〜於， 
k 
where Ai — {x + z : x G Ai, z G L^, |2:| g 6a/2}. 
Note that the latter part of the above argument can be applied to E^ for 
infinitely many j, assuming that 
[ | A / � 
JEjnB^{^i)\B^^2{^i) 
for infinitely many j. [Remark. In this case, we cannot use Lemma 4.3, for it 
relies on the fact that ^ S n B o ^ ) ) is small.) We observe that, for E^ converges 
to E in the Hausdorff distance sense, which guarantees that E^ is in the Sj-
neighbourhood of E with £j 丄 0, so that for E^ we can take the reference plane 
and annular region to be the same (i.e., Li and Ai respectively) and extend u as 
in the above argument. Thus, by Prop 4.9, there exists a > 0 such that 
[ I A / 识 
JEjnB^i^i)\B^/2{^i) 
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and hence by the above discussion and (4.54) there exists a C°° function Uij : 
Ai\{Ukeijk) ~> L l with 
sup - ^ + \Duji\ < Cs^^^(^ 
^ j n j i = (graph Uij Uk Pijk) A j i 
Y^ diamPijk < Cs^a, PLXPijk) = eijk 
k 
and this complete the first part of the proof. 
To show that we can replace (4.48) by (4.49), we suppose to the contrary. 
Then for each n G N, there exists Xn G (E\ i^)门(召(！+竺）4(< )^\5(圣—竺）义(€{)). 
Then it follows from the definition of Ai that Xn — (i and hence there are 2 
components S(”，S(2) of E n B^{^i)\{^i} both containing & in their closures 
such that 
S “ ) n i ^ # 0 for all 0 > 0. 
Then Prop 4.2 implies 
J^(E) > 87T - cpe V6> small, 
which contradicts to the fact that J^(E) < 87r. • 
In view of the proof of Prop 4.12, we deduce the following corollary. 
C0R0LLARY 4.1 . For infinitely many T>j, there is a 2-plane Lis and a C°° 
function Uij on Qij C Li§ with 
^j n ^i+0)ateAB(i-0)crte) = (graph Uji Uk Pijk)门 ^(i+0)ate)\^(i-0)ate) 
p 
Pijk n {\JgT3iphuji\dLis n ^ xte)) 二 0, 
i=l 
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y ^ diam Pijk < CS^a, 
k 
and Uij satisfies 
- ^ + Duii < Cs^^^^ 
6 J — 
[ \D%j\^ < CS^. 
JvtijnB2a{^i)\Bai^i) 
4.5.3. Construction at Good Points. We first note that, since ¢1 , . . . , ^p 
are the only bad points of E, for any a > 0, there exists S G (0, | ) such that if 
y e A ( U C i ^ . t e ) ) then 
(4.55) liminf f | A / $ e 2 . 
” � JBs{y)nEj 
For otherwise, there exists a > 0 such that for any S G (0, a/2) there exists 
y e S\(Uf=i 5 . t e ) ) such that 
liminf / \Aj\^ > e .^ 
一 JBs(y)nEj — 
Then by taking 6n = • , we obtain a sequence {"„} in S \ ( U � i ^a(&)) such that 
(4.56) liminf [ | A / ^ . 
”沈 JBsMr^^j 
Now take a subsequence of {yn} such that yn ~> y G E\(U^^ ^<r(6)) so that 
(4.56) implies y is a bad point from &，s. 
For the subsequent estimate, we choose a such that for each y G 5]\(UzCi ^a{(i)) 
V s | z - y | E P a : ( ^ ^ ) / 0 o n S � ^ ^ 0 / ) \ 0 / } 
\ 00 XJ / 
(4.57) 
sup dist {x — y, TyT>) < e 
^nBa{y) 
Then for y G E \ ( U L 召“⑶’ (4.55) implies 
/ |Aj |2 < 2e^ for infinitely many j, 
JBs{y)nJ:j 
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and hence we can apply the Approximate Graphical Decomposition for those E^ -. 
Thus, there exists a 2-plane Lj{y) containing y and a smooth function Ujy such 
that 
W • 1 
sup — ^ + sup \DUjy\ < Ce2n(n-3) 
(4.58) ^j n Bes{y) = (graph ujy U {J Pjk{y)) n B0s(y) 
k 
Y^ di^mPjk{y) < Ce'^6. 
k 
{Remark. Although the 2-plane obtained by the AGD is not necessarily containing 
y, by the Hausdorff distance convergence of E^, we can parallel translate the 2-
plane to y without affecting the estimate in (4.58).) 
Noting that then by (4.57) and the fact that E^ converges to E in the Hausdorff 
distance sense, we conclude that 
WTyE-{Lj{y)-y)W<Ce^^. 
Hence, by composing ujy with a suitable affine map T, we can arrange that 
graph Ujy = gmphujy, 
where Ujy = Ujy 0 T is defined over the closure of some domain Qjy C L{y)= 
y + TyT. with smooth boundary (the inner boundary components being closed to 
circular), and 
以‘ 1 
sup — ^ + sup \DUjy\ < C^2n(n-3) 
(4.59) ^j n Besijj) = (graph Ujy U [J Pjk{y)) n Bes(jj) 
k 
Y^ dmmPjk[y) < CeU. 
k 
where Pjy are pairwise disjoint, each diffeomorphic to the closed unit disk in E^, 
and dPjk is a smooth Jordan curve equal to graph (^y|7fc), where 7^ is one of the 
inner boundary components of Vtjy. 
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In view of (4.59), we establish 
PROPOSTlON 4 .13 . For any £ > 0 there exists a > 0 (suff. small) such that 
for all y G ^\(U^i ^a{^i)) andfor infinitely many j, there is a smooth function 
Ujy defined on Qjy C L{y) = y + TyT> with 
W ‘ 1 
sup ~ ^ + sup \DUjy\ < C^2n(n-3) 
^ n Bes{y) = (graph Ujy U \ J Pjk{y)) n Be6^J) 
k 
y^ didimPjk{y) < Cs^S. 
k 
where Pjy are pairwise disjoint, each diffeomorphic to the closed unit disk in R^^ 
and dPjk is a smooth Jordan curve equal to graph iS^jy]^k), where 7^ is one of the 
inner boundary components offljy. 
Now we set 
Sp{y) = {x + z : X G E n Bp{y), z 6 7 ¾ |2:| < "p/2}, y G E 
and 
Ap[ii) 二 {x + z : X G E n (^te)\5^/2te)), z G T,^E, |z| < Qp|2), 
where f j , i = 1 , . . .，P are the bad points of E. 
Finally, we can prove Prop 4.11. 
PROOF OF PROP 4 . 1 1 . We first note that by (4.43) and (4.55), for any a > 0, 
there exists 6 € (0,a/2) such that 
r P 
/ |Ap < s^ for a l l y G E \ ( y E . t e ) ) , 
</sns<5(y) i=l 
and hence by the regularity theory we have establish, it follows that with e > 0 
sufficiently small, for all y G E\(U,Ci ^ f f e ) ) (<^  ^ (0,1/4))， 
(4.60) Be5{y) n S = graph u A B0s(jj), 
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where u is C^ on Bes{y) n (y + T^E) with 
(4.61) y + \Du\ + ^|i^^| < Ce^^^). 
Due to the estimate (4.61), Prop 4.12 and Prop 4.13，we deduce that E^ 
contains no pimples for infinitely many j ; in a more precise way, with the notations 
introducted above, we have for any y G ^\(U i^ ^a{^i))^ there exists Ij{y) c 
{f,OS) with \Ij{y)\ > f such that 
(4.62) Sp{y) n Ej C graph ujy Vp G Ij{y), 
and for i = 1 , . . . , P, there exists Ij{^i) C ( f , 06) with |/jfe)| < 学 such that 
(4.63) Ap{^i)门 4 C graph uji Vp G /,(6)-
We then take y i , . . . , yM in ” \ ( U � i ^0-/4½)) such that the open balls B0s/2{yk), 
k = 1，... ,M form a cover for 5]\(U^i ^0-/4½))- We also set yM+i — ^i for 
z — 1，• • •，F^ * 
Then it follows from the Selection Principle that we can choose 7¾ G DjIj{yk) 
for k = 1 , . . . , M + P , by extracting a subsequence from {j} if necessary, 
dBr,{vk)nE, dBMnz 
are either disjoint or intersected transversely, and such that 
dBr, {vk) n dBr, ivi) n dBr^  (”爪)A S = 0 
for all distinct k, /, m = 1，... , M + P. 
Then the smooth Jordan curves 
p 
re = (s\(U ^r.te))) n dBM, £ = i, • •., M + p 
Z=1 
divide all of S \ ( U � i ^r^te)) into polygonal regions Ri,... , Rq. With 
TU 二 {x + z : X E Re, z e T^E, |z| < 6d/4}, £ = 1, • • •，Q, 
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in view of (4.62) and (4.63), for all sufficiently large j, we have HjCYIZe is difFeomor-
phic to the domain of graph ujy (or graphwj^), which are, by (4.60), difFeomorphic 
to Re, and hence 
p p 
^ A i [ j B r M i ) ) and E M [ j B r , m 
i=l i=l 
are difFeomorphic for all sufficiently large j. • 
4.5.4. The Measure-theoretic Convergences of H^ and Aj, 
PROPOSTlON 4.14. For a genus g minimizing sequence {Ej}^ we have, in the 
sense of measure-theoretic convergence, 
Hjl^n^L^j ^ |Hp^^LE, 
(4.64) 
|A/7^2LXlj_^|A|27^2LS 
m r U 6 , . . . , ^ p } . 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Prop 4.14. 
COROLLARY 4.2. For S > 0； there exists a 6 (6/2,句 such that 
p 
^ ( E A ( U ^ ^ t e ) ) ) - ^ ( ^ ) | < ^ ' -
i=l 
PROOF. In view of Prop 4.10, it suffices to show the upper semi-continuity of 
H j and A j in E^\{^i, . . . , ^p}. (Then (4.64) will follow straightforward from the 
convergence theorem.) To do so, we note that Prop 4.11 allow us to construct 
a sequence of comparison surfaces {E^} with the following properties (we shall 
denote A^, H^ the second fundamental form and the mean curvature vector for 
/-S." 
E j respectively) 
p p p 
S A ( U ^ - ^ t e ) ) ' ^AiU^r.m. s \ ( u ^ i t e ) ) 
i=l i=l i=l 
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are all diffeomorphic for each j ; 
(4.65) % n V"i = E^ - n Vi 
for some neighourhood Vi of dBn{ii)] 
p p 
(4.66) E j M l j B 2 r M i ) ) = 5 ] \ ( U ^ r . t e ) ) , 
i—1 i=l 
and 
(4.67) [ | K / S C ^ P . 
J^jnB2ri{^i)\Br,i^i) 
(Ej can be easily constructed by considering the interpolation of E and E^.) 
Then the minimizing property of S j implies that 
J="{^j) ^^(¾)+¾, £j ； 0, 
and hence by (4.65) 
[ |H, f < f | H , f + ,^-, ^,-10. 
J^MU[=l Br,m J^MU^I Br,m 
On the other hand, by (4.66) 
[ |H.P= [ |H|2+/~ | H / , 
^^A(U=1 Br,m M(Uf=l B2r,m ^/&n(Uf=l 52x,(ez))\(Ur=l Br,{^i)) 
then using (4.67) and (4.5.4), we finally obtain 
(4.68) [ | H / s / |H|2 + Ce2 + � 5^ . ； 0, 
J^MU^i Br^m J^MU[=i B2.-m 
which holds for each e > 0 and hence 
limlimsup [ | H / < [ |H|2. 
p;0 j^oo yS,A(Uf=i B,i^ i)) JE 
Now by (4.66) we can apply the identity (4.10) with 
p p 
( s A ( U ^ - ^ t e ) ) ) u ^ and ( E \ ( y B . , t e ) ) ) u ^ , 
z=l i=l 
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where Uj is a smooth surface filling the holes 
p p 
^ j n { l j B r , m and ” n ( U ^ “ e i ) ) 
i=\ i=\ 
for each j, to obtain 
f 1 ¾ ! ' + f | H , f - f | A , f + [ | A , f + 47r(2-2p) 
^^MU[=iBr,m JUj ^s,A(uf=i Br,m Juj 
and 
[ | H , f + f | H , f = f | A , f + f | A , f + 47r(2-2^), 
^s,A(ur=i B.,m Juj J^MuLi Br,m Juj 
x^  x^  
where A j and H j are the second fundamental form and the mean curvature vector 
for Uj, which imply 
f |H-|2_ f |H,f 
^£i\(Uf=l Br,m “ ^S,A(UC, Br,m ] 
• \ ( u f = i 5 r “ e i ) ) l � " l ( \ ( u f = i B � ( e i ) ) l "I， 
and hence by (4.68), for each e > 0, we also have 
[ |A^f < / |A|2 + C d + 4., £j i 0. 
為 就 1 Br,m M(Uf=l B2r,{ii)) 
Thus 
limlimsup / |A^p < / |Ap. 
p4^o j—oo 7E,A(Uf=i 5p(ei)) J^ 
• 
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4.5.5. Minimizing Property of E. Consequently, in view of Prop 4.9 -
4.14, we have for e, 6 > 0 sufficiently small there exists a G (|, S) and 6 G (0, |) 
(depending only on n) with 
(4.69) limsup [ |A^f < 6^  
s^,n(u- B2AU)\B.{U) 
p p 
(4.70) E,\(UB^{^i)) is diffeomorphic to S \ ( U ^ f e ) ) 
i=l i—1 
(4.71) | ^ ( E A ( U ^ ^ t e ) ) ) - ^ ( ^ ) | < ^ ' 
i=l 
and such that there are C°° functions Uij over domain Qij on the 2-planes Lis 
with 
(4.72) 
^ j n E(i+5)cr(fi)\B(i-(j)a(fi) = (graph Uji Ufc Pijk) n B(i+5)a(fi)\B(i-5)d&-) 
p 
(4.73) i ^ t n ( | J g r a p h % j | 3 L i 5 n B , ( & ) ) = 0 , 
Z=1 
where ^j^ diam Pijk < CS^e (and extract a subsequence from { j } if necessary), 
and 
1^  • • 1 
sup ~ ^ + sup \DUij\ < C^2n(n-3) 
(4.74) . 
/ \D^Uij\^ < C6\ 
JnijnB2a{^i)\Ba{^i) 
Now by choosing sequences Sj^  Sj J, 0 (sufficietly slowly), there is a sequence 
CTj G ( y , Sj) such that (4.69) - (4.74) hold with Sj, Sj, aj in place of s, S, a respec-
tively. 
First of all, we have, by (4.71) and letting j ^ oo 
p 
(4.75) ^nm^(EA(U^ .^te)))=邓). 
i=l 
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As a result of the Approximate Graphical Decomposition (see Construction 
near Bad Points.), it follows that for a sufficiently small 
1. E n d B j 4 ) is a single smooth Jordan curve close in the C^-sense to some 
plane curve on a 2-plane Lj，。， 
2. T>nB2a{0\Ba{0 is close to the annulus L i , ^ n ^ ^ ( 0 \ ^ a © in the C^-sense, 
•"o-^  
so that we can take a smooth compact surface E such that, for suitable points 
yi,... , yp e E and all sufficiently small a 
p p 
^ X ( U ^ ^ ) ) is diffeomorphic to ^\{\jB,{^i)) . 
i—l i=l 
Thus we can now construct another sequence of comparison surfaces E j by doing 
cut-and-paste procedure between E and our minimizing sequence E .^ 
We note that for each j {j large enough), with a = aj J. 0 sufficiently slowly (as 
above), we can replace S n 5 � . {yi) by a slight deformation of EjCiB^j (^ ¾) followed 
by a rigid motion to give (Ej D B^j (^i))* such that the composition surface 
~ P * 
(4.76) E,- ^ ( E \ ( y 5 , . t e ) ) ) U U (¾ n 5 , , t e ) ) * is smooth 
i=l i 
and 
(4.77) T{{T.j n B,. te)*) < J^ (E,- n B,. fe)) + Sj, Sj | 0. 
Since E^ is a minimizing sequence, we immediately have 
t 
^(¾ n (yB.^.te)))+^(EA(U^^.te))) = ^(¾) 
(4.78) i=i i=i 
<J^(E,)+^-, ^ ； 0. 
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Then (4.76) and (4.77) imply 
p 
H%) = (^£\(U �te))) + 八 U (¾ 门 B�te)) *  
(4-79) : 1 1 p 
< 堆 \ ( 0 〜 的 ) ) ) + ； ^ 伞 n ( 0 ¾ , ½ ) ) ) + ¥ 
i—\ i i=l 
Thus combining (4.78) and (4.79) we deduce that 
p 
(4.80) ^ ( E A ( U ^ - . t e ) ) ) < ^ ( ^ + 0 ' 0 ; 0 . 
i=l 
Finally, by using (4.75) and letting j ~^ oo, we conclude that 
^ ( S ) < ^ ( ¾ . 
x"«»^  -">w 
Thus for those E such that, for suitable points y i , . . .，yp € E and all sufficiently 
a, £\(Uf=i ^ . t e ) ) is diffeomorphic to S\(Uf=i ^ . f e ) ) , 
(4.81) J^(E) < T { f ) . 
With this minimizing property we can now show the regularity at bad points. 
In fact, we will show that for some 7 > 0 
(4.82) [ |A|2 < Cp2’ for all sufficiently small p. 
J^nBp{^i) 
We remark that subject to (4.82), we can use the argument in the proof of the 
regularity of E at good points to conclude E is also of class Ci'"nVK2'2 (and hence 
real analytic) near the bad points ¢^ -. 
To show (4.82), we note that by the minimizing property we have just shown, 
for 
(4.83) E,-全(E\ U Bp. (6)) U graph Wi, p, ； 0, 
i i 
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where Wj is the biharmonic function obtained as in the proof of the decay estimate 
of SFF, 
J ^ { E ) < J ^ { t j ) + Sj, Sj I 0, 
which, by the Biharmonic Comparison Lemma, implies that 
/ |Ap < / |A|2 + b £j ； 0. 
JEnBpj(&) J^Bpj(�) 
Thus using the similar argument in the proof of the decay estimate of SFF, we 
deduce that for some 7 > 0 
f |A|2 < C A 
J s n s “ � 
for all p sufficiently small. 
Finally to show our last assertion in the Main Theorem, i.e., E minimizes 
relative to all compact smooth surfaces with the same genus as E, we simply note 
that for a given compact smooth surface E with the same genus as E, for some 
suitable points y i , . . . , yp G E and for all sufficiently a 
p p 
E\( ^ Ba{vi)) must be diffeomorphic to E\( J B(r{^i))-
i=l i=l 
Thus it immediately follows from (4.81) that 
^ ( E ) < ^ ( E ) , 
and this proves the minimizing property of E and hence the Main Theorem. 
CHAPTER 5 
Existence of Genus 1 Minimizers in R^ 
By the Main Theorem 4.1, for a genus 1 minimizing sequence E^ there is a subse-
quence Efc/ and a real analytic surface E of genus g < 1 such that T>k> convergent 
to E in the measure-thoretic sence and the Hausdorff distance sence. So what we 
worry about is that the subsequence E^ / may converge to the genus 0 minimizer 
of the Willmore functional, i.e., the round sphere in R^. 
To solve this problem, we need a proposition which guarantees that if E^ is 
a genus 1 minimizing sequence convergent to a round sphere, we can extract a 
subsequence, which compose with suitable inversions, cannot converge to a round 
sphere. 
For any surface E of genus g > 1 embedded in R^，there exists a smooth map 
To : S"-2 ~> E^\E which links E in the sense that To is not homotopic, in R^\E, 
to a constant map. Let [ r� ] denote the class of smooth maps from S"_2 into R^\E 
which are homotopic to [Fo] in M^\E. We define 
J(S) = sup min dist(r(o;),E)(>0). 
re[ro] W _ 2 
Remark. J(E) is always defined once the genus of E > 1. 
PROPOSTlON 5.1. Let E be an embedded surface of genus g > 1 in R^. If 
^ = (5(E) is sufficiently small, then there exists an inversion that takes E to 
83 
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^•^ 
E C J5i(0) such that 
f 
7 < d iamE 
(5.1) � 4 - — 
o?^(E, S) > ^ for any round sphere S C J5i(0). 
v 
PROOF. Let E C R" be an embedded surface of genus g > 1. For y 朱 E, let 
c/s(2/) = dist (i/,E) and Ss{y) = {q G E : \y - q\ < (1 + e')d^{y)}. 
Since diam5e(?/) > ede(y), there exist p, q in Se{y) with \p — q\ > sd^{y). Let 
p, q denote the images of p, q under the inversion. Then by choosing ^ sufficiently 
small (independent of E), we have |p — ^ < | and j ^ < 间,|51 < 1. Also, 
since d^{y) < | d i a m E , there exists r G E such that d^{y) < ||r — y\ and hence 
''^  1 "^  1 
r G E with |r| < |. Thus for any round sphere S, d^{S^ E) > 点 by choosing 
e sufficiently small (independent of E). That is, there exists So € (0,1/4) such 
that if £ G (0, ^o) and d^{y) < \ diam S then diam {Se{y)) > sd^{y) implies the 
‘^ I 
inversion x M- d^{y) |;:二2 takes E to E C i5i(0) with 
f 
1 � 7 < diamE 
(5.2) 〜 4 - — 
d^(E, S) > ^ for any round sphere S C Bi(0). 
‘ 
From now on we assume e G (0, |) to ensure (5.2) holds under the stated con-
ditions. (Note that y G R^\E can always be chosen such that d^{y) < diamE/4.) 
Thus we have either 
(i) there is an inversion E C ^i(0) of S such that (5.2) holds, 
or 
(n) edj:(y) < dmmSe{y) for all y G R^\E with d^[y) < | d i a m E . 
So we only consider the alternative {ii) holds. 
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Let So = J(E). Assume So < ^ d i a m E . Take Si G ((1 - ^)^),¾)- Then by 
definition of 如，there exists F G [Fo] such that 
min dist (r(o;),E) =S> 知. 
o;es"-2 � � ” , -
For latter estimate, we note that for y, z G R"\E, by triangle inequality, 
(5.3) if \v — zl < ^s'dE(y) then S|(z) C S,{y). 
In particular, by (5.3) and alternative (ii), we have if d^{y) < | diamE, then 
(5.4) |(2:-g)-(y-p)|<2ecfe(2/) 
whenever \y — zj < \e^dY.{y) and p G S^ {y), q G S^^z). 
Let {Cj : j — 1 , . . . N} with support Q C 払3如(2/�)/4(2/_7) be a partition of 
unity for the compact set F(S^"^) subordinate to a covering of F(S^"^) by a 
subcollection {Be3d^(yj)/A{yj) : j = 1, . • •，N} of the collection {BsSdj:{yj)/4{y) : y ^ 
r(S"-2)}, the subcollection being chosen such that any given point of F(S^"^) is 
in at most C{n) of the balls 丛已如⑷“("》.(Remark. Such a subcollection is 
guaranteed by Besicovich covering lemma.) 
For each j, take q�G S^ {yj) and let 
巧 = V j - Qj 
and define F< {t e [0,1]) by 
f N 
r , ( o ; ) ^ r M + - 5 ] 0 ( r M ) A , 
j=i 
=r(o; ) + g ( r M - q[uj)) + ^ j^ 0(r(^))(^. - ( r ( � ) — " M ) ) 
j=i 
where q{u) is a point in 5|(r(o;)) for each u G S"_2. 
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Setting E 三综 Ef=i 0(rM)(^,-(r(o;)-^(a;))), and noting that qj e S.{yj), 
q{u) e 5|(r(o;)), by (5.4), we conclude that 
(5.5) |丑| < C{n)te^d^{T{uj)) whenever cfe(r(o;)) < ^diamE. 
8 
We are going to show that for 6o < ^ diamE, f : [0，1] x S"—2 ~> W \ E with 
•^  A . 
r( t , •) = Tt{') is a smooth homotopy in R^\E. To accomplish the above claim, 
we first note that 
3^ 
(5.6) \y — r^(o;)| > \y - r(o;)| - -|r(o; ) - q{uj)l - \E\. 
Then consider the following cases: 
(I) Assume ds(r(cj)) < | d i a m E . 
For y e S\5^£(r(a;))，using q{co) G 5^(r(o;)) and (5.5), (5.6), we obtain 
2 2 
/ s^ \ 
(5.7) \y - rt(o;)| > (1 + — j J i (> 0) iie is small enough. 
For y e 5'|(r(o;)), it follows from alternative {ii) that 
ly-q{cu)l<y^{T{u;)), 
and hence (5.5) and (5.6) imply 
(5.8) \y - Tt{u)l > ( l + ^ — C{n)e')Si (> 0). 
In particular, when t = 1，for all y G E, 
3 
(5.9) b - r i H i > ( ! + ^ ( ^ ! . 
(II) Assume d^:{T(co)) > | d i a m E . For all y G E, using (5.5) again and assuming 
that 
(5.10) dsupcfe(r(o;)) < diamE, 
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we deduce that 
\y - rt(o;)丨 2 - diam E ( l - ] - As^ - 妃 、 
(5.11) \ y 4 y 
> — d i a m E if e small enough, 
— 1 6 
where A, B are absolute constants. Then by composing F with a suitable smooth 
retraction, we can arrange our orginal choice of F to have the additional property 
that 
supcfe(r(o;)) < 2diamE, 
where implies (5.10) if £ is sufficiently small. 
Consequently, in view of our choice of i^ and the modified F, we conclude that 
r : [0,1] X S^-2 ^ R^\E is a smooth homotopy in R " \ S such that 
(5.12) d^{Ti{u;)) > min { ( l + | ^ ) ( 5 i , ^ d i a m E } > ^ 
provided that ^ < ^ diam E and s is small enough. However, Fi e [Fo] and 
(5.12) contradicts to our choice of ^ . Thus we conclude that alternative (ii) will 
not occur and hence for any E of genus > 1 with (¾ < 吉 diam E there is an 
inversion E C Bi(0) of E with (5.1). • 
Finally, assume that the sequence E^ converges to a round sphere. Let Sk 
denote J(Efc). Since Ejt converges to a round sphere, it follows that Sk — 0 as 
k ^ oo. Then by applying Prop 5.1 to Ek for k sufficiently large. Thus, there 
' - w ^ ^ _ 
are inversions E^ C 5i(0) of E^ such that (5.2) holds for each E^, where k is 
sufficiently large, and hence T>k cannot converges to any round sphere C ^i(0). 
So the new minimizing sequence T>k must converges to a real analytic surface of 
genus 1. Thus we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 5.1 (Existence of Genus 1 Minimizer for JT). There exists a real an-
alytic surface E of genus 1 embedded in R^ such that S minimizes T with respect 
to all smooth embedded surfaces of genus 1 in R". 
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